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“The Key to Helping Any Child Is To Also Help The Parent; For Without 
Parental Involvement And Commitment, Healing and Treatment Success Is      

Highly Improbable”       -Dr. Tom Cordier

WELCOME to 
THE 

AMERICAN 
CENTER

EVERYONE!
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TE

“Instead of Condemning Children, Let’s Try and Understand Them. Let’s Try to Figure Out Why 
They Do What They Do. That’s a Lot More Profitable then Criticism; and it Breeds Empathy, 

Tolerance and Kindness. “To Know All is to Forgive All.””  

-Dale Carnegie, 1936
Adapted from (Carnegie, 1981 p. 46)

“The True Meaning of Life is Found in Experiencing Each and Every Moment in The “Here and 
Now.”  In Reality, Each Moment Is All That We Possess and That Moment Will Lead Us to The 

Next and The Next and The Next. We Must Ask Ourselves “When I am With Those I Love Or Out 
In The World, Am I Really Living in The Moment?...Or am I Somewhere Miles Away?” Life is Ours 

for the Taking. All we Have to do is Think it, Feel it and Take it!” -- Dr. Tom Cordier         
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Self-Help Exercise: TFA REVIEW EXERCISE
The TFAs are Based on Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck’s ABCs.

(A) Refers to an event or awareness that precedes a thought. For example, recognizing that “The exam is tomorrow!” is the 
awareness) that precedes the (T) Thought “I am not prepared!” which is directly linked to (F) Feelings of anxiety, panic or fear and 
then to the (A) Action or Behavior of staying up all night and studying for the exam.  Remember “we want to challenge all of our 
negative thoughts with the (FFG) FACT? FEEL? GOAL? Principles that You have learned and change them in the calm columns. 
As you recall one word adjectives such as “sad, anxious, panic, scared etc. describe how we feel.”  It is also very important 
when changing your thoughts from irrational to calm/rational to attach a goal to the end of every new rational/calm 
thought. 

Aware                  T(Thoughts or Beliefs)                            F(Feelings)                     A (Actions)

Negative
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

“The Methods We utilize to Discipline Kids 
Are Based Upon What We’ve Learned From Our Own Parents and Teachers.” 

Although parenting is the most rewarding and loving endeavor that we take on as adults, it can 

also be extremely challenging and frustrating at times. There are many strategies that we as parents use to get the behaviors
we’re looking for from our kids.  Some of these strategies work some of the time and many don’t work at all.  Keep in mind, as 
parents we utilize a lot of the same techniques that our parents used on us and their parents “your grandparents” used on 
them.  Before we can begin learning good parenting methods and the implementation of these skills and strategies, we must 
first self-critique our current parenting methods and figure out what it is that is not working for us and our kids and make some 
adjustments. 
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

Baby Steps

Modeling the Behaviors We Want, and Reinforcing These Behaviors are Key 

Let’s face it, parenting is really about training our kids.  Most of us have heard the expression monkey see, 
monkey do.  Even though we are a bit more complex than our primate relatives, we tend to mimic a great deal of what we 
see. For example, the media dictates fashion in regards to what clothing and hair trends are in.  As a society we tend to 
adopt these styles for ourselves.  Parenting is similar. Many of our own parenting techniques are learned from mimicking the 
styles of our own parents or caretakers.  Therefore, a crucial part involved in successful parenting, has everything to do with 
self-modeling the behaviors that we want our children and teens to utilize. Keep in mind, we are mammals that are part of 
the species called humans; or what scientists call “human erectus”. What makes us different from all other species is that 
human beings have very large brains and we have the ability to remember our past and think about our future as well as 
experience the here and now. We can also reason or “rationalize”, feel empathy for one another, as well as wage war. We 
possess something else that no other species possesses; called “theory of mind” which is a fancy term for “awareness”.  
Theory of mind or “awareness” is the ability to know who we are and that we exist. As mentioned in chapter 4, the famous 
French scientist and philosopher Rene Descarte’s summed this up when he said, “I think; therefore, I am!”  The bottom line 
is that despite all this incredible insight and emotional complexity, we are still mammals and like all mammals, our good and
bad behaviors are reinforced by the things we experience “both good and bad”. As touched upon in chapter 7 “emotional 
neurology” we first evolved to  experience fight or flight.  The fight or flight response was meant to ensure the survival of our 
species.  Fast forward to modern times. We continue to fight with aggression when provoked or cornered and we run from 
danger lurking in the shadows. Some of us freeze in fear and panic when we are terrified. But, remember…in our modern 
lives, our brains often mistake situations that are not a genuine threat as “dangerous”; such as being late for work, someone
being mean to us, or our kids misbehaving.  These negative thoughts and emotions work in unison and often times we act 
impulsively.  We can end up doing things that we really do not want to do, such as respond back aggressively, criticize and 
ridicule others, or at times freeze in panic and fear and do nothing. The fight or flight response works the same for us as it 
does our kids and one fight or flight response can feed the other persons fight or flight response and set off even more 
negative-emotional flooding. Furthermore, if we as parents model aggression, our kids will behave aggressively toward 
others. When we model anxiety, our kids will behave anxiously and so on and so forth.  When we utilize our cognitive-
behavioral skills, we can train our brains to break the cycle of the emotional flooding that hinders us from living our lives fully 
in the here and now. When we are calm we are in a better position to model behaviors that are more beneficial to us.  
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Chapter 10

REBELS WITHOUT A CAUSE  

Our Kids Are Pre-programed to Explore and Test Boundaries

Did you ever watch the show Animal Planet? Have you ever seen lion cubs trying to break free from 
the litter and explore the world around them? The mom lion chases after the cub and bites it softly or lightly and then 
she bats the cub with her paw. She then picks up the cub by the scruff of the neck and with her mouth she places 
the oppositional cub back within the litter. Well our kids are just like that!  By nature, they are “evolutionarily” 
programed to not always listen and obey.  From the moment our kids can crawl they are already exploring their new 
worlds and trying to seek out adventures on their own. Like the lion mom, we as moms and dads pull our kids back 
to safety before they fall down the stairs or pull the family dogs tail…ouch!

Kid Brain, Grown Up Body

Back in the days of ode, times were much harder, and people didn’t live as long. Did you know that the 
average life expectancy in America between the years seventeen hundred and eighteen fifty was around thirty-six-
years-old? Because of this fact, and because helping hands were in need around the homestead or family farm, 
young folks had to learn to fend for themselves at an earlier age. The term teenager did not exist until the early to 
mid-nineteen hundreds. Prior to this, a kid was considered an adult as soon as he or she hit puberty…“around age 
thirteen” and they were often married with children by the ripe old age of sixteen. Now that’s a whole lot of 
responsibility for a young person, let alone no video games and cell phones to relieve their boredom! In the late 
eighteen hundreds guess what happened? You guessed it! Due to advances in medicine and technology people 
began to live longer. Now it wouldn’t have made much sense to be an adult at age 13, if people were living longer? 
So, society invented the term “teenager”.  Now once the teenager label was established, the responsibilities of 
being both a parent and a child began to change. The catch is, young folks now called “teenagers” continued to 
enter that stage of physical and biological development known as puberty.  Therefore, they began to feel trapped 
within the confines of the homestead and also by their parents. So as mentioned, humans were meant to be ready 
for adult responsibilities at a younger age and “according to nature” biologically and physically they still are! Due to 
society’s creation of “the teenager” along with the social and moral rules and obligations that go along with being 
one, teens are expected to behave not quite like an adult, but more mature and responsible than a child. And that’s 
not an easy task in modern times, when in many ways you still think and act like a child, but your drive to go out, 
explore and find yourself are constantly tugging at you, along with certain physical drives and impulses. Throw in a 
brain that’s not yet fully developed along with some raging chemicals and it’s no wonder why teenagers can 
“suddenly” be difficult for us to manage?  Society had to come up with a whole new term to define these behaviors; 
and that term is now known as “teenage rebellion”.
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

“How do we get our kids to behave appropriately”?

Parents often ask the question “how do I get my kids to behave appropriately”?  As discussed in chapter 10, if we expect 
certain behaviors from our kids then we must show them that we love them and yes, believe it or not, that we respect them but above all that 
we appreciate them. Kids often misbehave, when they think that they are not being listened to or that their opinion does not matter.  Because 
of this they begin feel devalued and discouraged.   As mentioned earlier, a huge obstruction that many families have is an overall lack in 
communication. Many of us don’t even know how to communicate with our kids and some of us don’t even realize it. The awesome news is 
that this major obstacle can definitely be overcome, but like anything else that we want to achieve in life, it takes work, dedication and 
consistency.  The first crucial point is understanding that we absolutely must spend time with our kids. When we spend family time with our 
kids doing specific tasks like school work, homework or arts and crafts, we show them that we are engaged and that we care about their 
progress. When we learn to reinforce, praise and genuinely appreciate their accomplishments, our kids revel at the fact that we are proud of 
them. It’s just as important to spend time doing family fun things like hiking, swimming, sporting events and vacations. However the most 
important thing is to be in the here and now with them and listen to what they have to say, include them in conversations and show interest 
and fascination as well as pride, empathy and concern. Remember our kids' model what they see in us and believe it or not they are always 
watching and imitating what they see. When we show a genuine interest and concern through proper communication, modeling, 
assertiveness and reinforcement, our kids beam with self-pride, and they begin to listen and respect us more, and react in positive ways. I 
can’t stress enough that communication is the key to good behaviors, family stability and happiness.  So how do we communicate better with 
our kids? How do we help them to behave?  Well for starters we must learn how not to be critical with our children.  According to Dale 
Carnegie “criticism is futile because it puts people on the defensive and usually makes them strive to justify themselves. Criticism is 
dangerous because it wounds a person’s precious pride, hurts his/her sense of importance and arouses resentment”. Criticism will not 
correct a behavior because when people are criticized, they are often too overwhelmed to hear what you’re telling them and they are usually 
thinking of a way to get even.  All of this pertains to our kids. As we will discuss, Dr. B.F. Skinner proved that “An animal rewarded for good 
behavior learns much more rapidly and retains what it learns far more effectively than an animal punished for bad behavior. In time 
numerous experiments proved that this was the same in humans (). In this chapter we will learn about the types of techniques commonly 
used by most parents.  In this way we can improve upon our parenting techniques and learn to “do” better for both our kids and ourselves!
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

THERE ARE 4 “OPERANT CONDITIONING” STRATEGIES 
KNOWN AS 1) PRIMARY REINFORCEMENT

2) CLASSICAL CONDITIONING 3) POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT AND 4) PUNISHMENT. 
THESE STRATEGIES ARE COMMONLY USED TO CHANGE BEHAVIORS. 

Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Dr. Maslow believed that people have 5 types of needs to stay alive!  But do we really need all five of these to 

stay alive? Let's find out.

1) PRIMARY REINFORCEMENT

These are the natural reinforcements that motivate us
to survive. In other words we cannot live without them. At the very bottom of
Dr. Maslow’s pyramid are physiological or our “Biological Needs”.

These Reinforcers include:

 Food “Something we eat”

 Water “Something we drink”

 Sleep “Something we need for rest and rejuvenation”

 Oxygen “Something we breathe”

 Dr.  Maslow considered these our “Primary Needs”

Here’s something to ponder: “We go to work in order to earn money so we can buy food in order to survive.”
Food is a Primary Reinforcer and the behavior to obtain the food is WORK.”

Note: Depriving someone of Primary Need Reinforcers (i.e., healthy food or beverages) can be considered cruel 
and abusive if utilized as Negative Reinforcement (to increase) or as Punishment to (decrease) a
behavior with the exception of Treats (i.e., candy, cookies etc.)
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

Below is a List of Dr. Maslow’s Five Primary Reinforces

A) Primary Needs; as we already discussed, Dr. Maslow believed that our primary needs “food, water, 
sleep and oxygen” were the most important because they keep us alive and “that’s good thinking because 
it makes sense!” Our brains and bodies need fuel and rest in order to grow strong and healthy and to keep 
us moving.

B) Safety Needs: According to Dr. Maslow safety needs are the next most important item on the pyramid. 
A home to live in to shelter us from the cold or warm elements is considered a safety need, along with 
having a job, a good insurance policy, seat belts and stop signs etc. etc. etc.. Maslow taught that if these 
needs were not met, than we will experience a lot of trauma which will cause us to feel very anxious or 
nervous. 

C) Love and Belonging Needs: Dr. Maslow believed that the next important need for human survival is 
the need to feel loved and that we fit in or belong. These needs include the need for family, intimacy and 
friendship. 

D) The Esteem Need:  The Need for Esteem Dr. Maslow’s next most important need for human survival. 
Dr. Maslow believed that all of us need to feel that we are respected by others and have respect for 
ourselves. According to Dr. Maslow Good self-esteem helps us to successfully navigate through life.  

E) Self-Actualization Needs; Maslow stated “what a person can be, he or she must be”. This is the 
need to accomplish our full potential to be “all we can be”. For example, “if we really want to become 
awesome parents than we may meet this desire by participating in sports with our kids, or if we’re into 
painting or music, we may discover our real ‘self-actualization that way.”  

Are all of these really needs? What do you think?  It’s been said with the exception of the first two needs 
primary and safety, the others are more or less “wants” that we can actually, still survive without. Although it 
might not be that pleasant. 
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Chapter 10
Parent and Teacher Reinforcement Strategies

2) Classical Conditioning
In classical conditioning a stimulus becomes rewarding when it is paired with another 
reinforcing stimulus. For example in his famous study, Dr. Ivan Pavlov paired ringing a bell
with giving a dog a treat. After a few rings of the bell combined in unison with the treat, the 
dog began to salivate at just the ring of the bell because the dog associated the ringing 
bell with the treat. Dr. Pavlov also referred to classical conditioning as “secondary 
reinforcement”.

 what do you think children think when they hear the school bell everyday? 
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Chapter 10 
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

3) Positive and Negative Reinforcers
These are the two major types of reinforcements that are used to shape people’s    
behaviors.

A)  Positive Reinforcement: Adding something in order to obtain a desired behavior.

 Example “Rake the leaves and I will give you $10.00 toward a Lego set.”

B)  Negative Reinforcement: Removing something in order to obtain a desired behavior 
(Cherry, 2013a). 

******NOTE: Negative Reinforcement like Positive Reinforcement is utilized in order to   
INCREASE behaviors.

 Example “Rake the leaves or I will take away today’s video game time”. (if leaves are not raked, 
then no video games).

Sometimes Both Negative and Positive Reinforcements are Used in Sequence. 

Parent: “Rake the leaves and I will give you $10.00” (Positive Reinforcement)
Kid: “No way! $10.00 won’t even buy me a small Lego set!”

Parent:  “You better rake the leaves or you’re not playing video games!” (Neg Reinforcement)
Kid: “Since you said that, if I rake the leaves can I still have the $10.00 and play my

video games.”
Parent:   “I’ll think about it, if you do a good job!”
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

Response Strength is an important consideration when applying 
positive and negative reinforcement:

The Strength of the Behavioral Response (the Behavior we are looking for)
depends upon PDA and what the heck does PDA stand for? 

A) Persistence of Reinforcement (repetition).

B) Duration of Reinforcement (how long the reinforcement lasts). In other words, “once 
rewarded, how long will the good behaviors last for before “extinction”?  Note, how 
long the fun or good feelings last for the child or teen, usually determines how long 
the behaviors we are looking for will last.”

C) Accuracy or Quality of the behavior after the Reinforcement has been stopped (the 
quality of the behavior your looking for). 
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

Many Folks confuse the word Punishment with Negative Reinforcement “most likely because 
of the word negative”. Punishment is also a type of Reinforcer or “Operant Conditioning”
but naturally there are vast differences between
Punishment and Positive / Negative Reinforcement.

 While Positive and Negative Reinforcement are used to
INCREASE desired behaviors (the ones we want).

 Punishment is aimed at DECREASING OR ELIMINATING unwanted behaviors (the one’s 
we do not want).
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

PUNISHMENT TYPES

A)  POSITIVE PUNISHMENT: Presenting (or adding) an aversive stimulus (discomfort) after an unwanted behavior has 
occurred.

Example A) When a child is disruptive in class the teacher reprimands the child by yelling at her in front of the class. 
This type of  public ridicule can also cause embarrassment and humiliation. 

Example B) When a child is disrespectful toward his sister, the parent uses positive punishment by spanking the child. 

NATURAL POSITIVE PUNISHMENT (Positive Punishment also occurs as a natural consequence of unwanted behaviors). 

Example 3) (Natural Positive Punishment) You accidentally put your hand on the stove while cooking. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

B) NEGATIVE PUNISHMENT or “Punishment by Removal”. Negative Punishment consists of removing a desired stimulus after 
an unwanted behavior has occurred.

Example A) When a child is disruptive in class the teacher takes away (or removes) her play time (also known as  time out).

Example B) When a child is disrespectful toward his father the parent takes away (or removes) a trip to see the Red Sox play.    
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

PUNISHMENT cont.

 Punishment Can Have Undesirable Results:
Dr. Skinner’s research suggests that although punishment can at times be 
effective this may be an illusion, because the behaviors that we believe have 
improved by using punishment may actually involve some long term 
consequences. In other words it may seem like the punishment really worked, 
but more problems end up occurring as a result. 

Point 2: Any Attention Will Strengthen a Behavior
This means that Negative attention will strengthen the negative behaviors 
“the behaviors that we as parents are trying to eliminate and Positive 
attention will serve to strengthen positive behaviors “the behaviors we want 
from our kids” 
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

PUNISHMENT cont.

Research States that Punishment Reduces Unwanted Behaviors, 
But There Are Some Of the Conditions.

Condition #1 The punishment must occur directly after the unwanted behavior.

Condition #2 The punishment must be applied constantly. A good example of this is when people 
continue to drive over the speed limit after receiving a speeding ticket. This is because they do not get 
caught speeding all of the time. In other words, the punishment of receiving a speeding ticket does not 
happen consistently.  However, there is an additional problem associated with constant punishment, known 
as “desensitization” in which continual punishment ceases to get rid of unwanted behaviors.

Unwanted Results Associated With Punishment 

A) The Behaviors that we’re trying to get rid of often return after punishment is withdrawn.

B) Punishment offers very little information regarding the behaviors that we want from our kids. Kids may     
learn not to behave in certain ways, but they are not taught and they do not learn, what the appropriate 
behaviors actually are).
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

SPANKING AS POSITIVE PUNISHMENT

SPANKING (is a Positive Punishment but also a Corporal/Physical Punishment)
Remember; a spanking is adding an undesirable stimulus in order to decrease an
unwanted behavior.

 Spanking: Defined as “striking a child lightly or firmly (but not too hard) across the butt with an open 
hand” Note: any other type of “corporal punishment” can be considered as ABUSIVE.

 Almost?: Nearly all children in the U.S. are spanked some time in their life” (Sims, Strauss & 
Sugarman 1995 p. 170). 95% of children ages 2-4 are spanked (Strauss, 1983) but this does not at 
all make it right.

 Research: Studies suggest that MILD or OCCASIONAL spanking as a last resort (if a child is in 
danger or is consistently misbehaving) is (most likely) not harmful. What do you believe? 

 Something to Ponder: Spanking can reduce certain unwanted behaviors when utilized with other 
forms of discipline). What are your thoughts?

Trivia: A child misbehaves and gets a spanking. This spanking method is known as? Guess. You’ve 
guest it Positive Punishment!
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Chapter 10
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

Studies Have Also Found

1) Spanking is associated with poor parenting-child relationships
2) Spanking causes desensitization.
3) Spanking increases aggression.
4) Spanking results in increases in antisocial behavior.
5) Spanking results in delinquency.
6) Spanking increases fear levels, not respect.
7) When the cat’s away the mice will play effect.

 Many parents use spanking and other types of corporal punishment because they are stressed and lack 
patience.  When Parents Begin To Spank They Often Receive Immediate Results, 
Therefore:

 Parents reinforce themselves to spank.
Due to an immediate decrease in unwanted behaviors, parents believe that spanking is very
effective. 

 They begin to overuse spanking or corporal punishment and the end result is negative “see above 7 points”. 
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To Spank or Not To Spank?
There Is No Question; Don’t Spank!

 Corporal Punishment:  Refrain From Utilizing Corporal Punishment all together and do not deprive a 
child of a primary need such as, healthy food, or beverages as punishment with the exception of candy or 
other sweets. 

 Emergency Spanking: Many parents believe that spanking can be useful if absolutely necessary; and its 
ok to spank if it’s not done too often, such as an emergency situation. For example, the child runs in road or 
badly hurts his/her sibling etc.). However, this type of spanking usually occurs due to panic, frustration and 
sometimes anger and this is an automatic reaction, that doesn’t require any logical thought.  As focused on 
in chapters 7 and 8, when we learned about emotional intelligence. Sometimes things occur in life that 
make us respond quickly and abruptly. These responses are triggered by our emergency fight or flight 
response and are strictly emotional reactions. The problem is, the child has been traumatized…for example, 
by running in the road and almost getting hit by an oncoming car and now we've applied an additional 
stressor “spanking” to add to the child’s anxiety. 

 Dealing with Aggression: When a child is aggressive and is hurting his or her brother or sister and we 
may impulsively react by becoming angry at the child and spanking him or her, in order to get the child to 
stop the negative behavior. We often believe we are teaching a “valuable lesson”. In all truthfulness, we 
have just added to the aggression that’s already occurring. This will only cause the child to behave more 
aggressively toward others.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________    
Q: What are some better ways to handle these situations?

A: Be Calm and Carry On: Step back, breath and utilize the cognitive-behavioral skills that we are learning in 
this workshop in order to avoid impulsive actions. Remember, we want to make this about the child rather than 
about ourselves. Also learn to utilize more positive reinforcers. We will discuss this in detail later.
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 Preserve Self-Esteem.  “Children are not “bad or naughty” their behaviors are.  Refrain from 
telling a child that he or she is a bad or naughty boy or girl, because they will internalize this and it 
will become part of their core beliefs/self perception. Simply state that it is their behaviors that are 
bad or naughty. We’ll talk about this more later when we get to shame vs. guilt. 

TIME OUT  As Punishment or Reinforcement “It’s all in how you word it!” 

A) As Negative Punishment (Time out by removing a
desirable stimulus (play time) in order to decrease an  
undesirable behavior. Example: “I’m Giving You a time out 
because you were mean to your brother.” What behavior are we trying 
to decrease here?

B) As Negative Reinforcement (Time out  by removing a desirable stimulus
(play time in order to increase a desirable behavior.  “I’m giving you a time out and from this point on 

you will play nice with your brother.” What behavior are we trying to “increase here”?
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5 STEPS FOR TIME OUTS THAT ACTUALLY WORK

1) GIVE TIME IN: In order for Time Out to work there needs to be a great deal of “time in”. Connect with your child often. 
Play and participate with him/her. Practice social skills and Emotional Intelligence (EI). Utilize I-CBT skills.  Be in the here & 
now. The child will learn to think rationally and connect his/her thoughts with his/her feelings. They will begin to “feel right
(associate good feelings) when acting right (behaving well)” and feel wrong when acting wrong (Techniques for Time-Out for 
Children, 2014).

2)          Timeout: Introduce time out at approximately 18 months (Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 2014).

3)          Linguistics/Language: Different language for different ages.
Ages 2 months to 18 months: Utilize diversions (Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 2014).

A)      Baby crawls toward the electric socket.
B)      Move Baby to other side of the room.
C)      Sit between baby and lamp.
D)      Repetition: After a number of trials, the baby understands (Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 2014).

4) Age 18 months old to 2 years old: Utilize time out. By this time children understand the concept of time out and that 
time out is a CONSEQUENCE; a break in their activity directly associated with bad behaviors. Remember keep the 
time out in direct proximity to unwanted behavior “child misbehaves then immediately put them in the time-out chair” 
(Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 2014).

5) Age 2 years to 13 years (give or take) Utilize time out with a more detailed explanation; “take a time out because 
your behavior was inappropriate when you called your sister a bad name” (Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 
2014).
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ADDITIONAL TIME OUT PARENTING TECHNIQUES

 Set the ground rules beforehand: Do not argue with a child. Be firm, prompt and matter of fact. 

 Time outs have to be directly after unwanted behaviors: Timeout is ineffective if you wait.

 Time outs have to be brief (1 minute per age): Ineffective if too long. Children under age 4 do not 
understand the concept of 3 minutes. Use a timer or alarm clock for younger children. 

 Avoid reprimanding and yelling: “I have gone through this again and again. Go take a time out now!”  
Reprimanding will only antagonize the child, tween or teen and he/she will be vengeful, canceling out the 
behavior modification process. 

 Time out procedure can be used anywhere: (i.e., on a park bench etc.). Always be safe and do not 
leave child unattended if in public. 

 Time out environment has to be unrewarding or “boring”: Kids love to go to their room if there are 
games, toys, computers and video games. If this be the case, then the time out will be ineffective. 

 Time out environment has to be quiet: Save moral lessons for later, when the child is calm and open for 
the lesson (Techniques for Time-Out for Children, 2014).
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Parenting Styles

WHICH PARENTING STYLE ARE YOU?

1)  Authoritarian: These parents want their children to strictly obey the rules. They want to be known as the adults, therefore 
their kids must know their place. These parents often have Strict rules, high demands but they are often unresponsive to 
their children, They often use a lot of punishment. They believe that they need no explanation and there is little negotiation at 
all because “rules are rules”. These parents have a “because I said so!” mentality.

2)  Authoritative: Although these parents have clear standards for conduct, they are more assertive than intrusive or restrictive. 
They establish rules and guidelines but are way more democratic. They are considerate and responsive to their kids and 
willing to listen to their kids' questions. If their expectations are not met these parents are more forgiving rather than 
punishing. They want their children to be like them; assertive, socially responsible, self -regulated and cooperative (Dewar, 
2010). 

3)  Permissive: These parents are more responsive than demanding. Nontraditional and lenient, they avoid confrontation with 
their children at all costs.  They are often indulgent, have few demands and little discipline. These parents have low 
expectations of their children’s maturity or self-control. Permissive parents are generally nurturing and communicative, often 
taking on the status as a friend more than that of a parent. These parents often believe, it’s better to give in and let their 
children have their way, then deal with tantrums. By doing this, they reinforce their kids' angry outbursts and end up walking 
on eggshells in their own homes.

4)  Uninvolved Parenting: These parents have little or no demands. They seldom respond to their kids emotional and 
psychological needs. They seldom communicate or appropriately bond with their kids. They can be neglectful, rejecting and 
mentally, emotionally and sometimes physically abusive. Some fulfill their children’s basic or “primary needs of food and 
water” but are mainly detached from the lives of their children. 
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A Millennial Parenting Style 

5) Helicopter Parenting

Definition: A parent who takes an overprotective or excessive interest in the life of their child

– Manages most, if not all, of their children’s activities – little unstructured play
– Believes everything their child says without clarification
– Frequently confronts other children, parents and teachers on their child’s behalf

Research: “Overprotective mothers often increase their kids' anxiety by being over baring with their children and protecting 
them from situations that would enable their kids to learn to reduce their own anxiety through self-calming” (Kagan, 1998). 
“At the neurological level this means their prefrontal circuits missed the chance to learn alternate responses to knee-jerk 
fear; instead, their fearfulness was strengthened through repetition” . Think back what you learned in chapter 5 “emotional 
intelligence and the brain. Now doesn’t that make perfect sense?

Negative Behaviors that can occur:
• Separation anxiety and dependence
• General Anxiety
• Social isolation & Social anxiety
• Fearfulness – use avoidance to cope
• Inability to problem solve
• Have difficulty self-soothing
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3 Ineffective Parenting Techniques 

1) FALSE THREATS, BRIBES, OR BLUFFS  (ESPECIALLY WITH MONEY, (Bribes are 
different than rewards).

Bribes are not well thought out and often they are used in the moment, in order to avoid a stressful situation 
(usually to decrease a bad behavior quickly). Bribes offer little information and the child will act out again 
and again in order to be bribed by us and receive a reward of some type. In fact, bribes reinforce negative 
bad behaviors, increasing the likelihood of these behaviors.  Can you think of a time when perhaps, you 
may have used bribery?

Bribe “If you stop misbehaving and let me finish shopping, I’ll let you pick out a snack.”

Rewards are planned in advance and utilized as reinforces to increase the likelihood of a good 
behavior.

Reward “Because you were so patient while we went shopping, you can pick out a snack.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____

2)  LOSING OUR COOL…YELLING, SCREAMING, GETTING PHYSICAL (PUSHING, 
HITTING, 

GRABBING): As discussed, yelling, screaming and corporal punishment, will increase aggression in 
kids.

3) TREATING OUR CHILDREN AS IF THEY’RE OUR FRIENDS (correlated with permissive parenting).
Although we love them, our children are not our friends, they are our sons and daughters. If we cross 

this 
line, discipline will be very difficult or close to impossible.
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 INSTILLING SHAME (As Mentioned, Children are not bad or naughty their behaviors are. Avoid telling a 
child that he or she is a naughty boy or girl. Simply state that it is their behaviors that are bad or naughty.  

A lot of parents have learned to utilize shame as a form of punishment. They believe that it’s better to tell their kids 
“you ought to be a shamed of yourself” or “I am so disappointed in you!” rather than tell them I am angry at you.
Shaming a child can hurt more and can have lasting effect on him or her if it’s done a lot. Good parenting 
strategies such as proper reinforcement and consequences for “unwanted behaviors” can be very effective without 
having to shame our kids into submission. 

 SHAME VS. GUILT: Shame is feeling bad about ourselves “who we are”.
Guilt; is feeling bad about “how our behaviors have affected others.” Let’s take a look at the two. 

Shame: Shame has to do with self-esteem or when a child feels bad for not measuring up to others or for not 
being accepted/rejected by peers. In other words, shame pertains to being upset with one’s self.”
Shame Causes self-blame and kids become threatened, desperate and defensive. Kids tend to hide their bad 
feelings and often blame themselves for being “bad kids” They can also project the blame onto others. This can 
lead to strong feelings of anger, lashing out and other oppositional behaviors”.

 HEALTH PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SHAME:  

Shame is considered a “stressor” and it is known to cause rapid increases in a hormone known as “cortisol” which 
is related to stress and anxiety. Cortisol causes inflammation inside and outside of the body and it breaks down 
our T-Cells which are responsible for fighting germs and disease that sometimes enter our bodies. Think of T-Cells 
as the soldiers in our body’s immune system.  When T-Cells are down we are more open to getting sick. 

Chapter 10
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GUILT: Feeling bad about how our behaviors have effected others.
Guilt is not necessarily bad. It has to do with empathy.  When our children misbehave by 
doing something they are not supposed to, we want them to feel guilty for their actions. 
However, good parenting keeps guilt “temporary” and when done right, kids move on. 
Without quilt there are no natural consequences for negative behaviors.  

 UNHEALTHY GUILT: Guilt is unhealthy when it lasts for very long periods and 
people have trouble letting go of it. People with prolonged guilt may make statements 
such as, “the bad thing should have happened to me, not her!” or “it’s all my fault, I’m 
the blame!”

NECBT CORDIER INSTITUTE
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1) Remorseful Guilt: Feeling Bad for How our Behaviors Effect others. “I’m sorry that I  said those bad   
things  to you. I didn’t mean it and I feel really bad.”  Remorseful guilt is linked to empathy. If we feel no 
remorse, we don’t care whether we hurt others or not and we have no fear of consequences (Cordier, 
2017). Remorseful guilt, assures good social behavior, moral conduct and empathy.

1A) Remorseful-Irrational Guilt: Sometimes we feel  remorseful guilt do to our own irrational thinking.
For example, when we believe we let someone down, but we really didn’t. For example, 

“I should have helped her move, even though I was away on vacation with my family, now
I feel terribly guilty (Cordier, 2017).”

2)  By Proxy Guilt: Guilt that others try and make us feel for something we haven’t done or 
haven’t done yet! For example, “You’re probably not going to the family reunion we’re planning, because   
you don’t really like getting together with your family.” This guilt is often based on the irrational thoughts,
bad feelings and other people’s actions or behaviors toward us (Cordier, 2017). 

3) Corporal Guilt: Guilt placed on those who break laws, rules and moral codes. Note: Corporal guilt is 
not necessarily related to feeling badly for what one has done. For example, people can break     
the rules and feel no remorse for doing it (Cordier, 2017). 

4) Religious Guilt: Guilt that we learn from religious belief and/or upbringing. We feel guilty for
breaking rules based on religious teachings and doctrine. Religious guilt is similar to corporal
guilt, except it defers from religion to religion (Cordier, 2017).  

Chapter 10
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Father Forgets by W. Livingston Larned (1927)

Listen son; I am saying this as you lie asleep, on little paw crumpled under your cheek and the blond curls stickily wet on your
damp forehead. I have stolen to your room alone. Just a few minutes ago, as I sat reading my paper in the library, a stifling 
wave of remorse swept over me. Guiltily I came to your bedside.
There are things I was thinking, son: I had been cross to you. I scolded you as you were dressing for school because you 
gave your face a mere dab with a towel. I took you to task for not cleaning your shoes. I called you out angrily when you 
threw some of your things on the floor.

At breakfast I found fault, too. You spilled things. You gulped down your food. You put your elbows on the table. You spread 
butter too thick on your bread. And as you started off to play and I made for my train, you turned and waved a hand and 
called, “Goodbye, Daddy!” and I frowned, and said in reply, “Hold your shoulders back!” Then it began all over again in the 
late afternoon. As I came up the road I spied you, down on your knees, playing marbles. There were holes in your 
stockings. I humiliated you before your boyfriends by marching you ahead of me to the house. Stockings were expensive-
and if you had to buy them you would be more careful! Imagine that, son, from a father!
Do you remember, later, when I was reading in the library, how you can in timidly, with a sort of hurt look in your eyes? When 
I glanced up over my paper, impatient at your interruption, you hesitated at the door. “What is it you want?” I snapped.
You said nothing, but ran across in one tempestuous plunge, and threw your arms around my neck and kissed me, and your 
small arms tightened with an affection that God had set blooming in your heart and which even neglect could not wither. And 
then you were gone, pattering up the stairs.

Well, son, it was shortly afterwards that my paper slipped from my hands and a terrible sickening fear came over me. What 
has habit been doing to me? The habit of finding fault, of reprimanding- this was my reward to you for being a boy. It was not
that I did not love you; it was that I expected too much of youth. I was measuring you by the yardstick of my own years.
And there was so much that was good and fine and true in your character. The little heart of you was as big as the dawn 
itself over the wide hills. This was shown by your spontaneous impulse to rush in and kiss me good night. Nothing else 
matters tonight, son. I have come to your bedside in the darkness, and I have knelt there, ashamed!
It is a feeble atonement; I know you would not understand these things if I told them to you during your waking hours. But 
tomorrow I will be a real daddy! I will chum with you, and suffer when you suffer, and laugh when you laugh. I will bite my 
tongue when impatient words come out. I will keep saying as if it were a ritual: “He is nothing but a boy-a little boy!”
I am afraid I have visualized you as a man. Yet as I see you now, son, crumpled and weary in your cot, I see that you are still
a baby. Yesterday you were in your mother’s arms, your head on her shoulder. I have asked too much, too much.
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Quick Review Quiz

1) Primary Reinforcers are natural reinforcers that promote survival behaviors (i.e., work, farming, hunting 
and gathering.) Name one Primary Reinforcer. __________________

2) When a stimulus becomes rewarding when it is paired with another reinforcing stimulus (such as a 
school bell rings and a child runs out the door for recess) the process is known as? _______________.

3) Adding something in order to obtain/increase a desired behavior, for example “take out the trash and I 
will give you a dollar” is known as? _____________________

4)        Removing something in order to obtain/increase a desired behavior, for example “If you don’t take out 
the trash I will take away your video game time” is known as? ___________

5) While Positive and Negative Reinforcement are used to increase behaviors (the ones we want) 
Punishment is utilized in order to? ______________________

6) A child gets a spanking for misbehaving. This type of punishment is known as? __________________
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Quick Review Quiz

7) You leave the laundry basket by the bedroom door before bedtime and trip over it, spraining your wrist on 
the way to the bathroom. This would be known as? __________

8) According to Cordier (2017) Which guilt best defines the following. This guilt assures 
good behaviors, moral conduct and empathy?  

9)         Your child slaps her brother in the face and you give him a 5 minute time out. This is known
as? _________________________ 

10) Your child refuses to help clean up and you give him a 5 minute time out. This is  known 
as? _________________________________

11) Children are not BAD; their __________ can be.

12) Reinforcers and Punishments have to be in direct __________to the unwanted behavior.
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Quick Review Quiz

13)     Corporal Punishment such as spanking is not harmful and can be very effective if
used occasionally?   True or False

14) Depriving a child of ___________________Reinforcers such as  
healthy foods or beverages is abusive. 

15) The Parenting style that utilizes explanations, understanding, patience, compromise at 
times, firmness and good reinforcement techniques. __________________________

16) This Parenting style involves harsh discipline and little compromise._________________
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(10) NECBT Behavioral Parent Training (BPT) 
Quick Review Quiz 

ANSWER KEY
1)Food, Water, Oxygen.
2)Secondary Reinforcement or Classical Conditioning.
3)Positive Reinforcement.
4)Negative Reinforcement.
5)Decrease or Eliminate behaviors (the one’s we do not want).
6)Positive Punishment (an aversive stimulus is presented in order to eliminate an unwanted behavior). 
7)Natural Positive Punishment.
8)Remorseful Guilt

9)Positive Punishment  Note: Here we are attempting to illuminate or decrease the likelihood of slapping brother in 
face, while adding an uncomfortable stimulus “time out”

10)Both A) Positive Punishment and B) Negative Reinforcement Note: Here we are A) decreasing oppositional 
behavioral and adding an uncomfortable stimulus “time out”. And B) We are also attempting to increase the 
likelihood of cleaning up, while taking away freedom “time out”. Tricky stuff, huh?

11)Behaviors.
12)Proximity. 
13)False.
14)Primary.
15)Authoritative. 
16)Authoritarian
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THIS WEEKS RATIONALLY POSITIVE JOURNAL
The traditional way to write a journal is to keep a type of diary of events that occur in life both negative and positive. I-CBT believes that when we write down negative life 

events on a continual basis, it serves as a constant reminder of all the bad things in our lives and the more we write the more we reinforce or strengthen the negativity. This 
serves to make us more depressed and anxious. Therefore it’s best to focus on the good things in life that we do not always recognize and save the negative events so that 

we can challenge them together and eventually you will be able to challenge negativity and change it on your own. 

In the Space Below Write down all the good things that have happened in your life this week. 
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TO BE ASSIGNED WHEN WE COVER CHAPTER 10 TOGETHER
This Weeks “Very Important” Assignments

1) COMPLETE 2 TFAs.

2) DO NOT READ PET II “WE WILL DO THIS TOGETHER

3)  WATCH THE  PET 1 “REINFORCEMENT VIDEO ON THE AMERICAN CENTER
FOR CBT YOUTUBE CHANNEL

3) *****DON’T FORGET TO DO THIS WEEKS RATIONALLY  POSITIVE 
JOURNAL on pg. 282.
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Chapter 11

life Is a Series of Moments

“There is Only One Way Under High Heaven to Get Anybody 
to Do Anything. Did You Ever Stop to Think That? Yes, Just 
One Way. And That Is By Making The Other Person Want 

to Do It” – Dale Carnegie 1936
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THE IMPORTANCE OF EMBRACING EVIDENCE BASED BEHAVIORAL PARENT TRAINING 
(BPT) CLASSES 

There’s a great deal of research showing that Behavioral Parent Training (BPT) such as 
the I-CBT PET program are keys to victory when it comes to parenting our kids. As you’ve learned here, successful 
workshops include teaching parents the proper utilization of behavioral strategies as well as good problem-solving 
skills (Cook, et al. 2010) and above all interpersonal and intrapersonal skills.  Parents report and research shows 
that when these skills are learned in BPT workshops and they are utilized consistently, vast improvements in kid’s 
attitudes and behaviors become apparent in home, academic and social  settings. The I-CBT PET program will 
show us how to win what seems to be an uphill battle. The crux of the I-CBT system for kids is the parent/teacher 
empowerment training (PET) component which we will focus on for the remainder of this workshop series. In this 
chapter we will learn how to get the behaviors that we want from our children, teens or young adults. This 
workshop will include reinforcement strategies to implement while parenting, such as praising and rewarding good 
positive behaviors while ignoring  negative ones (Kazdin, 1985; Kazdin, 1995 Madsen et. al 1967). The concepts of 
traditional CBT skills and scientifically proven behavioral strategies are combined to promote rational, emotional 
and behavioral changes within our home, our kid’s classrooms and their social settings. When we as parents utilize 
positive reinforcement strategies at home; our children earn rewards and praise through the usage of the cognitive-
behavioral skills they  learned in their individual treatment sessions.  The I-CBT PET program also urges us as 
parents to get our children’s teachers involved in learning these skills and reinforcing good behaviors in the 
classroom setting. Good inter and intrapersonal skills that include exceptional social skills, increased motivation to 
succeed, along with the ability to think clearer and behave more positively will become more pronounced, if there is 
consistency in both the home and school settings (Cordier 2016, Madsen et. al 1967).
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Not only are we as parents initially taught these behavioral strategies in this chapter, but after 
completing this workshop series we will begin to work with our child’s, teen’s or young adult’s 
therapist in unison. This process is known as “parent coaching”  Once the first parent coaching 
session is scheduled, meetings will occur with our child’s clinician on a monthly basis to continue the 
coaching process as well as to discuss our kid’s progress in treatment. While we are attending the 
PET workshop our kids are learning hands on skills in order to help him or her learn solid 
inter/intrapersonal skills and to take control of and change his or her negative thoughts, feelings and 
behaviors resulting in a more calm, rational way of living.

As mentioned in chapter 10, In order for us to put parent empowerment (PET) principals 
into action and turn ourselves as parents in to “agents of change” we must learn to step back, remain 
calm and above all “be patient”. Many parents react abruptly and sometimes even aggressively 
toward their kids' “misbehaviors” because they themselves have had a busy and hectic day and they 
are often at their wits end in the patience department.  Keep in mind, it’s not about us and our own 
stress levels, but rather, it is about our kids and our desire to get the behaviors that we want from 
them. Learning to utilize a kinder, gentler approach by cueing off our own feelings of irritability, 
anxiety, and impatience and then stepping back, calming down and reframing our thinking is key 
here. The next step is calmly stating to our kids the behavior we are looking for from them. 
Sometimes it’s best to refrain from rushing in, but rather to connect with them by first allowing them 
to express themselves.  This can be done by asking them how their day went and having a nice 
conversation. Once everyone is in a calm, relaxed state of mind, we can begin calmly asking if they 
completed their homework, chores and other tasks. If something has not been completed or an 
inappropriate behavior is apparent, then address this calmly and assertively. The next few chapters 
will work on learning highly effective evidence-based methods to get the behaviors we’re looking for 
from our kids as well how to improve our interpersonal connections with them. So 
let’s begin chapter 11.

Chapter 11
PET I Reinforcement Strategies

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMBRACING EVIDENCE BASED BEHAVIORAL PARENT 
TRAINING (BPT) CLASSES 
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Self-Help Exercise: TFA REVIEW EXERCISE
The TFAs are Based on Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck’s ABCs.

(A) Refers to an event or awareness that precedes a thought. For example, recognizing that “The exam is tomorrow!” is the 
awareness) that precedes the (T) Thought “I am not prepared!” which is directly linked to (F) Feelings of anxiety, panic or fear and 
then to the (A) Action or Behavior of staying up all night and studying for the exam.  Remember “we want to challenge all of our 
negative thoughts with the (FFG) FACT? FEEL? GOAL? Principles that You have learned and change them in the calm columns. 
As you recall one-word adjectives such as “sad, anxious, panic, scared etc. describe how we feel.”  It is also very important 
when changing your thoughts from irrational to calm/rational to attach a goal to the end of every new rational/calm 
thought. 

Aware                  T(Thoughts or Beliefs)                            F(Feelings)                     A (Actions)

Negative

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation 
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FFG

Calm/Rational New Rationally Positive Thought & GOAL
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Chapter 11
PET II

BEHAVIOR CHANGING STRATEGIES:

How do we change our children’s behaviors?
We can’t. Our children have to change their own behaviors.

1) List the Behaviors that you would like your children to eliminate.
Be as specific as you can possibly be. 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Chapter 11
PET IIBEHAVIOR CHANGING STRATEGIES

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

List the DATE, TIME and PLACE Each Time the Behavior Occurs.

Behavior_____________________________________________________

Date and Time________________________________________________

Place________________________________________________________

Other Pertinent Information____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from Thomas A. Cordier 
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Chapter 11
PET II

PHRASING THINGS IN THE POSITIVE

As stated previously, in order to change a behavior a replacement behavior is “conditionally” 
needed.

2)  List the behaviors you would like your child to do instead.

Please be as specific as possible. List each behavior in the positive: in other 
words, rather than “Stop Biting your nails!” state; “Grow your nails out.”  Rather 
than “stop harassing your younger sister!” State; “Be kind and respectful to your 
younger sister.”  Also remember to avoid using the word “NOT” (e.g., “rather then 
do not forget your backpack in the morning” calmly state, “remember your 
backpack.” 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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Chapter 11
PET II

Once we’ve established the 
behaviors, we want our child to 

change and now you have 
decided on the replacement 

behaviors. 
We are ready to begin.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 

written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner 
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Chapter 11  
PET II

9 Steps to Effective Behavioral Point Charting 

1) Be Creative: Design your child’s point chart with your child and utilize this as a bonding experience. 
You and your child can tailor the chart to your liking.

2) List the Behaviors You’d Like to See Change In The Positive: On the behavioral point chart 
list all the behaviors you would like your child or teen to change “remember, phrase each behavior you 
want For example, complete homework on time, get along with your brother, change the kitty litter etc. 
Keep some of the tasks or behaviors general (e.g., following directions, being respectful, having good 
manners).

3) Reward Good Behaviors: For each positive behavior, the child gets a point (note, we do not take 
points away, we only grant points “remember we are giving points to increase the behaviors that we want 
to see. This is positive reinforcement”). As recalled, this is based upon Dr. Skinner’s research 
findings that a person rewarded for good behavior will learn much more rapidly and retain what 
he or she learns far more effectively than a person punished for bad behavior. 

4) List The Rewards: List the rewards that the points can be utilized for (i.e., going to a movie, a new 
video game, a Lego set etc.) Points do not always have to involve money or things that cost money. For 
example, a child or teen can earn time hiking with mom or dad or video game time etc. If you are using 
items that cost money, gage the worth of points according to your family’s financial situation.  Also project 
how many points it may take for a long-term reward. For example, your child may want to go to an 
upcoming concert or ballgame etc. (see pgs. 286 and 287)

5) Use VERY Positive Verbal Praise: Dale Carnegie (1981 p. 56) once stated, “There is Nothing 
We Need So Much as Nourishment for Our Self-Esteem! We Nourish the Bodies of Our Children, 
But How Seldom Do We Nourish Their Self-Esteem with praise and appreciation?”  When your 
child or teen earns a point by completing a behavior utilize EXAGGERATED POSITIVE PRAISE! 
(may sound corny, but kids, love this and they will beam with pride and self-worth for a job well 
done). Remember Dr. Skinner’s concept that  Any attention will serve to strengthen a 
behavior.  This includes “negative attention” which will strengthen the behavior that 
we as parents are trying to eliminate.

6) Ignore Unwanted Behaviors: “Don’t’ Allow Yourself to Argue With A Kid”: Attention 
to inappropriate behavior strengthens the very behavior we’re trying to get rid of 
(Madsen et. al, 1967). When and if the child refuses to complete a task, talks back etc. Ignore the 
negative behavior by simply replying FIRMLY (don’t yell). “Unfortunately, you did not accomplish your 
chores etc. You are not earning a point”. By this time the points have become very valuable to the child or 
teen). Once Again, Remember Dr. Skinner’s concept that  Any attention will serve to 
strengthen a behavior.  Positive attention “positive reinforcement” will strengthen 
the positive behaviors that we as parents want from our kids and  “negative 
attention” will strengthen the behavior that we are trying to eliminate.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from Thomas A. Cordier 
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7) Be Practical: If the child or teen has been doing well thus far and asks for a 
second chance, for example he or she states “if I get it together and clean up after myself
right now, could I get the point?” You can state “ok, but you have 10 minutes and then
grant the point. 

8) Use Alternative Reinforces Only When Necessary: It’s not always practical to 
ignore, naturally if the child is doing something very bad or dangerous, we must react by 
using an alternative reinforcer such as, negative reinforcement “but only if absolutely 
necessary, and definitely not corporal punishment”.  We don’t want to ruin the progress we 
have made.

9)  Always Combine Cognitive-Behavioral-Skills With Your Behavioral Point 
Chart: It’s crucial to utilize the I-CBT methods that both you and your child or 
teen have learned.  You job is to step back utilize CBT skills to remain calm and not react 
with anger by yelling and punishing and your child or teen’s job (besides behaving well and 
earning the stars) is to utilize the I-CBT and ABCDs in order to Think rational, Feel calmer 
and Behave well. 

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. 
No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from Thomas A. Cordier 
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Chapter 11
PET II

9 Steps to Effective Behavioral Point Charting cont.

Cognitive-Behavioral Skills Complete the 
picture “It’s a marriage made in heaven.”
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Chapter 11
PET II

“There is Nothing I Need So Much as Nourishment for My Self-Esteem! We 
Nourish the Bodies of Our Children, But How Seldom Do We Nourish 

Their Self-Esteem?” (D. Carnegie)

3 FACTORS FOR POINT CHARTING AND 
BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

1)  PST
 PRAISE “Verbal Statements”

 STATEMENT “State The Behavior You Are Praising Him or Her For.”

 TOUCH “Hug, Pat on Back, High Five etc.”

“The extent in which these concepts matter, is the extent in which you can help your child or 
teen to change his/her behaviors”. Kazd

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any 
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Chapter 11
PET II

WHEN CHILD OR TEEN DOES NOT MEET 
BEHAVIORAL GOALS

2) STATE THE BEHAVIOR YOU'RE CORRECTING
“The one they did not do.” 

 BE ASSERTIVE, FIRM, CALM AND RESPECTFUL “Use assertiveness skills such as I statements 

 USE STATEMENTS NOT QUESTIONS. 

 UTILIZE FEELINGS RATHER THAN THOUGHTS “This decreases challenges and arguments”  

EXAMPLE: “I noticed you didn’t complete your chores this afternoon. 
You are not getting a star today for this. When you have difficulty accomplishing your
goals I feel bad, because I know how capable you are, and I have seen you succeed in
the past.” 

3) IGNORE “Do not argue, negotiate or give in to any kind of manipulation.” 

NOTE: WE WILL DISCUSS THESE METHODS IN DETAIL WHEN WE GET TO 
The RATIONAL ASSERTIVENESS chapter.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from Thomas A. Cordier 
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Chapter 11
PET II

Correcting Oppositional Behavior: Behavioral Point Chart Example  

Behavior Desired Points earned be earned Reward

Clean up Bedroom 20 Med. Lego Set

Eat entire meal 14 Day with Mom/Dad

Get clothes and backpack 5 2 hrs. video

readt for next day game

Put away clothes from 5 Pizza on

laundry Saturday

Hang up coat 5 Movie

Feed and walk pets 30 Ski trip

Talk respectfully to family 20 Sleepover

Clear table after dinner 20 Movie choice

Put dishes in dishwasher 60 Dinner out

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 

written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner 
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Chapter 11
PET II

ANXIETY ISSUES: Behavioral Point Chart Example 

# Stars to
Behavior Desired Points earned be earned Reward

Go to a school event 5 New Shoes

Have dinner with family 14 Shop for clothes

Answer phone and have 30 Concert

brief conversation

Attend School 15 Ipod

(consecutively)

Order dinner for family out 3 Movie choice

Communicate clearly with 5 5 hours of TV

respect

Do five ABCDs 20 Sleepover

Use FFGs when upset 20 Dinner out

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 
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Chapter 11
PET II

Teen Try Chart Example 

# TRYs to
Behavior Desired TRYs earned be earned Reward

Have a Positive Attitude. Recognize Good Things About 
Yourself. 20 Time with Mom / Shopping

Respectful, Appropriate Language 5 Band Practice

Be Empathetic, Kind, Considerate and Respectful to 
Your Brother. 20 Play Out with Band

Help Mom Make Dinner or Make Dinner On Your Own. 7 Movies or Fun Day Out

Use Your FFGs / TFAs When Upset 5
Dinner Out or Take Out Your 
Choice

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any 
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BEHAVIORAL
CHART EXAMPLE 1
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BEHAVIORAL
CHART EXAMPLE 3
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Tolland Intermediate School Chart Based on I-CBT PET BEHAVIORAL
CHART  (EXAMPLE 4):  See supplement handout.
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NECBT Behavioral Parent Training Program Notification Form

Student’s Name: _________________________Grade: _______________________________________

Name of School________________________________________________________________________

Parent or Guardian: ____________________________________________________________________

Teacher: ___________________School Psychologist or Social Worker: _________________________

Dear Teacher, School Psychologist, Social Worker, Administrator

My Child/Adolescent (Name of youngster)___________________________________________________________
and Myself have been participating in the NECBT Interpersonal Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy Program (I-CBT) and the NECBT Behavioral Training Program.  We are currently utilizing this program, 
manual and validated Behavioral Star Chart System in order to increase (Name of Youngster)____________________
behaviors that we would like to see more of in the home environment. In order to avoid conflict or mixed
messages, we believe that the effective behavioral star chart system we are utilizing at home would work well
with (Name of Youngster)__________________________ studies and behaviors at school.  
Please feel free to review this supplementary section from our NECBT behavioral manual and attempt to apply 
this to my child or teen. We as parents would be more than happy to sit down and discuss this with you at your leisure. If you would like to 
consider the possibility of having these highly validated and effective strategies taught 
to your staff for the benefit of the students at your school please contact NECBT at 860-430-5515 and the NECBT 
staff would be more than willing to help. 

Parent/Guardian signature ______________________________________________________

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 
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• Imagine you’re at work when you see it: Your name on the wall, with a note from the boss that everyone can see. Your behavior
is “unsatisfactory.”

• We can think up different versions of this scenario. Maybe it’s a simple visual message – your name pinned to a red traffic light. 
Maybe your deficiencies are communicated with a more positive spin — “We want to see you improve!”

• But either way, I’m betting you feel bad. Your perceived shortcomings are being broadcast to the world, presumably to 
embarrass or shame you into changing your ways. Does it actually work like that – make you feel inspired to do better?

• Or does the experience damage morale? Undermine your workplace relationships? Make you question whether you belong in 
this workplace at all?

• Intuitively, it doesn’t seem like a good approach to management, and Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates appears to agree. As he 
wrote in a recent editorial, “we would never have thought about using employee evaluations to embarrass people…” And yet this 
is precisely what’s happening to many children in school.

• Jennifer Bradley writes about it on her education website, Beyond the stoplight. To encourage better behavior, teachers are 
making public examples of the kids who don’t measure up, posting their names on blackboards or posters for all to see.

• Bradley understands how this happens. In her first year of teaching, she tried it herself. “That’s what I was told to do, and that’s 
what my teachers did when I was in school,” she writes.

• “But then I started paying attention to the hurt, the shame, the frustration, and even the apathy in the eyes of those students 
whose names appeared in chalk day after day. They were six and seven years old, and I knew they deserved better.”

NECBT CORDIER INSTITUTE

Chapter 11
An Outstanding Article For Your Reading 

Pleasure

What’s Wrong with Classroom Behavioral Charts
Dr. Gwen Dewar PhD.     PART 1

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/23/opinion/for-teachers-shame-is-no-solution.html?_r=0
http://beyondthestoplight.com/2013/08/31/a-letter-to-teachers-on-the-use-of-stoplights-in-the-classroom/
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• Now she’s on a crusade to raise awareness and stop the practice. But is she overreacting? Is my workplace thought experiment 
misleading? Are blackboard announcements and behavior charts really such a bad idea?

• Consider what happens when you are singled out for disapproval or rejection. As you become conscious of the fact, your heart 
rate and blood pressure rise. Your body produces a surge of the stress hormone cortisol and your immune system responds by 
increasing activity that causes inflammation.

• Even preschoolers have been tested and the results are sobering. The more strongly 4-year-olds felt shame, the more cortisol 
they produced. Simple self-consciousness – like feeling shy about friendly attention – was also somewhat stressful. But it was 
knowledge of negative evaluation that made kids experience the highest cortisol levels.

• And over the long-term, these physiological changes appear to impair your health. In one study, medical researchers found that 
patients experiencing persistent feelings of shame suffered a decline in t-cells, those front-line soldiers of the immune system
that kill pathogens and tumors.
So we may imagine that kids who find themselves frequently shamed are going to be in a state of chronic stress and 
compromised immunity. What about their behavior, however? Isn’t the idea that shame is supposed to motivate improvements, 
so the kids stop doing the things that get them into trouble?

• Researchers like June Price Tangney have devoted their careers to understanding the effects of shame, and they see consistent 
evidence that shame, as opposed to guilt, has anti-social effects.

• When we feel guilty we regret the effects our behavior has had on other people. We are motivated to make amends. But when 
people feel shame, they feel so threatened they become desperate and defensive. Their primary concern is to hide or deflect 
the blame, which often leads to anger. People may lash out at others or try to make someone else the scapegoat.

Chapter 11
What’s Wrong with Classroom Behavioral 

Charts
Dr. Gwen Dewar PhD.     PART 2

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15509281/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12146731
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15509281
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16953797
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• Alternatively, they may try to minimize their shame by telling themselves they can’t help it. They are just too 
incompetent, weak, or stupid to 
behave differently.

• We’ve no reason to think kids are the exception. In fact, experiments suggest that young children are highly 
susceptible to criticism. When kids were asked to imagine themselves attempting a task and then being told 
by an adult, “I’m disappointed in you,” the children experienced feelings of inadequacy. Instead of being 
motivated to improve their performance, they were more inclined to view themselves negatively and to give 
up.

• And this was without an audience of other kids. What might have happened if the children had been chastised 
in front of a class? We can’t be sure, but observational studies are suggestive. Kids who are perceived to be 
“in trouble” with the teacher are more likely to get rejected by their peers. There’s the potential for a downward 
spiral, here. Kids feel shamed, get angry or demoralized, lose standing among their peers, and act worse.

• So I think we should abandon the classroom behavior charts. When researchers were conducting those “I’m 
disappointed in you” experiments, they tested an entirely different, and beneficial, approach to correcting 
behavior that you can read about here. And if you’re a teacher eager to replace your classroom behavior 
charts with something else, Jennifer Bradley has these suggestions. There are good alternatives to public 
shaming. Let’s use them, and help kids recover gracefully from their mistakes.

image of school children copyright omgimages / istock; image of stoplight by TheGoTeam/wikmedia commons Special thanks to David Martin for introducing me to Jennifer Bradley’s essays and for 
gathering information about the prevalence of classroom behavior charts in some parts of the United States.
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THIS WEEKS RATIONALLY POSITIVE JOURNAL
The traditional way to write a journal is to keep a type of diary of events that occur in life both negative and positive. I-CBT believes that when we write down negative life 

events on a continual basis, it serves as a constant reminder of all the bad things in our lives and the more we write the more we reinforce or strengthen the negativity. This 
serves to make us more depressed and anxious. Therefore it’s best to focus on the good things in life that we do not always recognize and save the negative events so that 

we can challenge them together and eventually you will be able to challenge negativity and change it on your own. 

In the Space Below Write down all the good things that have happened in your life this week. 
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TO BE ASSIGNED WHEN WE COVER CHAPTER 11 TOGETHER
This Weeks “Very Important” Assignments

1) READ CHAPTER 11 “THIS CHAPTER” AND CHAPTER 12 IN THEIR ENTIRETY.

2) Design a BEHAVIORAL Star Chart with Your Child Or Teen “Utilize the templates on page 298-299 
and Bring it in to the workshop after next and also present it to your Child’s NECBT provider. Remember 
list only 4 to 6 behaviors at a time “we don’t want to overwhelm your child, teen or young adult.”  The 
NECBT Provider will assist you and your young one with “Parent Coaching” from this point onward. 

3) When This Workshop Series Ends, Schedule Your First Parent Monthly Coaching Meeting With 
your Child’s or Teen’s Clinician as Soon as this Workshop Series Ends. Make sure you bring your 
child or teen’s star chart to this appointment so your child or teens NECBT clinician can review it and work 
on it with you. If you are not utilizing a formal star chart for you older teen or young adult, please bring in a 
smaller version neatly done on paper with your proposed step by step behavioral plan for your older teen 
or young adult

4) Complete 2 TFAs on your own.  “

5)  *****Don’t Forget to Complete This Week’s Rationally Positive Journal on Pg. 308.
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Chapter 12
Parent Empowerment Training

PET III
Assertiveness In Parenting

“Most of us are taught the difference between right and wrong. Aggression, 
Arrogance, Egocentricity and Narcissism are not the measures of good 
human qualities. But neither is weakness or passivity. We want to please 

others and contribute to our families, our jobs, our communities. 
Balance is key; Our world demands us to be strong enough to know

when to say no and to know when to say yes.” 

-T.A. Cordier
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Self-Help Exercise: TFA REVIEW EXERCISE
The TFAs are Based on Albert Ellis and Aaron Beck’s ABCs.

(A) Refers to an event or awareness that precedes a thought. For example, recognizing that “The exam is tomorrow!” is the 
awareness) that precedes the (T) Thought “I am not prepared!” which is directly linked to (F) Feelings of anxiety, panic or fear and 
then to the (A) Action or Behavior of staying up all night and studying for the exam.  Remember “we want to challenge all of our 
negative thoughts with the (FFG) FACT? FEEL? GOAL? Principles that You have learned and change them in the calm columns. 
As you recall one word adjectives such as “sad, anxious, panic, scared etc. describe how we feel.”  It is also very important 
when changing your thoughts from irrational to calm/rational to attach a goal to the end of every new rational/calm 
thought. 

Aware                  T(Thoughts or Beliefs)                            F(Feelings)                     A (Actions)

Negative
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Chapter 12
PET III

Assertiveness In Parenting
Working Back to I-CBT Rudiments

Topping Off Our Reinforcement Skills By Prompting For Good 
Behaviors And Becoming “Rationally Assertive”

We’ve discussed many concepts pertaining to human behavior throughout this workbook. A topic previously 
mentioned, helped us understand the rudiments of reinforcement, “getting our kids to do the things that are healthy for them;
the behaviors that are more conducive to leading a life of rational thinking, calmness and achievement. One important rule  
that was mentioned, pertained to author and motivator Dale Carnegie and his take on human behavior.  As we recall 
Carnegie wrote “in order to get someone to do something, we must make the other person want to do it” (Carnegie, 1982 p. 
47).  This simple rule of human nature, can also be applied to ourselves and our own situations. We may ask ourselves 
”what does this have to do with assertiveness?...Well of course, everything!”  Assertiveness is the ability to express one’s 
self freely, honestly and confidently by rationally over-riding anxiety, insecurities and arrogance. Being assertive is being 
more authoritative or diplomatic .It is the stage between being AGGRESSIVE / authoritarian (a bully) or being PASSIVE / 
permissive (a pushover) (The Key to Assertiveness, 2005). 

People often confuse aggression for assertiveness. But aggression is often viewed as an attack on one’s ego or 
self-esteem. Aggression comes in the form of criticism, condemnation, wining and complaining and it often breeds hostility, 
resentment and fear. In contrast, being assertive does not mean to be rude or downright mean, but to be calm, firm, 
respectful and appreciative. Keep in mind aggression often makes the other person feel attacked, disrespected and 
devalued. And as stated in the last three chapters, It breeds contempt and usually results in oppositional, passive aggressive 
or vindictive behavior from the individual on the receiving end or they just ignore the what’s being stated. 

In PET 1 chapter 10 and PET 2 chapter 11 we introduced effective behavioral techniques.  Here we focused on 
utilizing exaggerated praise along with high fives, shoulder pats and hugs in order to increase good behaviors and to 
reinforce these behaviors in our kids, so they become lasting behaviors…the behaviors we want, “even after the 
reward/positive reinforcer is removed”. Why does praise work so well? Because “quite simply” praise inspires us as 
individuals to want to please others. Praise makes us feel pride for our accomplishments and allows us to consider the 
endless possibilities in life.  As mentioned, we are setting up our kid's new behavioral plan in order to eventually remove the 
tangible reward “whether it be a toy, an allowance, time with mom and dad or special privileges”. In time, when the reward is
removed, what is left is the positive praise; and this becomes the only reward. 
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Using Assertiveness on Others to Reinforce the Positive and to Decrease the Negative 

Most of us have experienced times when our thoughts about certain situations were making us upset? Now 
notice what I said, “our thoughts were making us upset”! Most people would phrase this differently, they would think to 
themselves “they are making me upset or what happened to me is making me upset!”  But we all know, what it really is that 
causes bad feelings! Yes, it’s our own thoughts about the situation.  We may have been overcharged for something we 
purchased for ourselves or our kids, or our child’s haircut didn't come out the way we wanted. Someone may have said 
something rude about how we handled a parenting situation and we passively did nothing. Situations like this can often lead 
us to feel angry and hurt, but often times we become fearful, because we dislike confrontation and let's face it, people can be 
unpredictable. Sometimes we may even be too confrontational and approach these situations with a rageful vendetta.  But 
once again, no matter how we slice it, it’s our thoughts that propel these bad feelings and vice versa. Therefore it’s best to 
step back change our thinking and address the situation by using solid interpersonal skills (emotional intelligence). As the old
saying goes “if we want the honey, then we must learn how to not kick the bee's nest”! Rational thinking along with good EI 
can calm down, even the most vivacious of all beasts.  By now you’re well versed in your cognitive-behavioral skills and rule 
# 1 for thinking clearly “it’s not people, things or situation that make us upset, but what we think about them” has become 
more natural “the new automatic way of thinking”. The first thing necessary for proper assertiveness is the utilization of 
rational thinking skills “or TFAs.  It is absolutely necessary to remember “it’s not what the person did or said, or situation that 
occurred that is causing us to be upset, but our thoughts about what was said or the situation.” Once we are much calmer, 
and in a more relaxed state, we are definitely in a better position to take action.  Keep in mind it’s never too late to confront 
the situation in hind-sight and go back to the person and assertively explain what happened and voice our complaints in a 
firm, calm and polite manner. For example “in the case of our son’s bad haircut, we can approach the situation like this, “Hi, 
how are you today? It’s nice to see you again.  You did a fantastic job on my son’s hair and I don’t mean to be a nuisance, 
but when I got home, I noticed his hair cut was a bit crooked in the back, would you mind fixing it for me?”  Most barbers or
hairstylists would be more than happy to help a person who confronted them in this manner.  We’ll work on using rational-
assertiveness skills for more situations like this later in the chapter. Now let's roll up our sleeves and get to work!
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Using Assertiveness on Others to Reinforce the Positive and to Decrease the Negative 

Our dedication and consistency in using the valuable techniques that we have learned in this workbook, has now 
resulted in change for the better. This change involves positive praise metamorphizing into a  “more natural” reward. I 
mean, think about it…when our kids grow up and must fend for themselves, are they going to get paid cash every time 
they make dinner for their family or help out a friend? No, of course not! The reward is feeling good about completing the 
task or 2) feeling good because someone said how much they appreciated the help and kindness! After all isn’t that what 
life is really like? There are many times throughout our journey, where our return profit comes only in the form of praise 
from others and of course, ourselves. At times, these rewards may be the feeling of pride we receive from a job well done; 
“a result of self-praise”. Keep in mind, We are also free to bring back the behavioral chart at any given time in order to 
distinguish negative behaviors and reinforce the good ones. 

In Pet I and Pet II, We also discussed a concept known as extinction or “ignoring the negative behaviors we don’t 
want in order to get rid of these behaviors”.  Extinction is based on the theory that providing attention to inappropriate 
behaviors only strengthens the negative behavior that we are trying to change. Therefore by ignoring the negative 
behaviors and highly praising the good ones, we tend to strengthen the good behaviors and the negative ones become 
extinct (Madsen, Becker & Thomas ,1968; Williams, 1959).

Heaven knows it can be difficult getting our kids to take on our perspective “walk in our shoes”, or to convince 
them to help by taking on a task or a chore that needs completing. There are many situations in which assertiveness skills 
can help us and our kids achieve what we want, without resentment, and animosity.  As we have been discussing 
throughout this workbook, there are multitudes of benefits in getting things accomplished by using strong interpersonal and 
intrapersonal skills by being calm, appreciative, polite and patient; as opposed to using harsh and abrupt measures such 
as criticism, condemnation, wining and complaining, snapping and yelling.  Always remember, people will behave 
according to how they are treated (Carnegie, 1981). Once again, keep in mind that our kids model the behaviors or 
“actions” that they see and hear. When they are treated with hostility and condemnation they will behave aggressively and 
will often think of ways to get even. Hostility can also come in the form of passive-aggressive behavior.  However, when 
kids are praised and treated with understanding kindness, respect and appreciation, they will begin to grant others the 
same courtesies in return (Carnegie, 1981). Let’s discuss rational assertiveness for motivating our kids as well as proper 
techniques for meeting our own goals and objectives as parents. 
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Extinction: Remember The Concept of Extinction or “Ignoring the Negative Behaviors” 
From Pet 1 and Pet II?   “When we provide attention to inappropriate behaviors, it only strengthens the negative 
behaviors that we are trying to change. Therefore when we ignore the bad behaviors and highly praise the good ones, 
we tend to strengthen the good behaviors and the negative ones become extinct”; Williams 68. Of course in certain 
situations we have to respond to dangerous and aggressive behaviors with consequences in the form of reinforcers 
and punishment, but never corporal punishment!

 People will behave according to how they are treated: . As stated previously, when kids are praised and 
treated with understanding kindness, respect and appreciation, they will begin to grant others the same courtesies in 
return on most occasions.  

 Strong Interpersonal Skills are Key: As we now know, there are many benefits in getting things accomplished 
by using strong interpersonal skills “emotional intelligence” by being calm, appreciative, polite and patient, rather 
than using harsh and abrupt measures such as criticism, condemnation, whining and complaining, snapping and 
yelling

 Utilize Rewards as Opposed to Punishments: Let us not forget the great behaviorist Dr. B.F. Skinner’s 
extensive research findings that proved….”a person rewarded for good behaviors will learn much more rapidly and 
retain what he or she learns far more effectively than a person punished for bad behaviors.”  As we’ve discussed, kids 
model the behaviors or “actions” that they see and hear. When they are treated with hostility and condemnation they 
will behave aggressively and will often think of ways to get even. When we impulsively say bad things to our kids or 
call them names such as “stupid” or we make statements like “you’ll never amount to anything”…not only are we 
instilling shame and self-doubt, but we are also sabotaging their thinking and self-perception by implanting negative 
thoughts and ideas about themselves, who they are and what they believe they might become. These negative 
experiences that we helped to create. This will result in our kids seeing the world in a negatively-irrational way, 
therefore they will create more negative experiences throughout life and the cycle will continue to repeat itself. 
However we have the complete ability to head it off at the pass by utilizing the skills and strategies learned in this 
program.  

 Always Stress the Good Things: When we want our kids to see our side of things or take on a particular task, it 
is important to tell them what we want or expect, by being assertive in a calm, pleasant, clear and concise way.  One 
way to help change our kid’s negative behaviors is to begin by stressing the positive. In other words stress the good 
things, tell them what they did right and then “in a nice way, explain to them the behaviors that you’d like to see 
change.

Not long-ago Sam “who was a patient of mine” told me that he was experiencing a great deal of anxiety and frustration because he
couldn’t get his 12-year-old son Kyle to complete any of his work.  Sometimes Kyle would begin his chores, but he would often get distracted 
and leave them undone.  Sam had yelled at Kyle, threatened to ground him, and take away his allowance. Why Sam even resorted to some 
bribery techniques, but nothing seemed to motivate the boy. I instructed him to use the rational thinking techniques and rational-emotional-
intelligence skills that he had learned here at the center. By using the ABC method, he began to change his thinking, remain calm and apply 
solid interpersonal skills to the situation. He told me that when Kyle would not follow through with a particular task and wander off to play video 
games,  He would go find him, take him aside and calmly, firmly and politely say something like, “Hey Kyle, I see your playing you're new video 
game? I don’t have a problem with you having some fun, but you were working on cleaning your room.”  And then he calmly explained, “I’d 
really like to learn how to play that new game too. I’ll tell ya what? If you go back upstairs and finish cleaning your room right now, as soon as 
you're finished the two of us can order a pizza and play together.” Kyle responded promptly and he got the job done rather quickly and 
efficiently.  By combining these EI and CBT principals with the Parent Empowerment Techniques of reinforcement that he had learned here, 
Sam noticed that his son Kyle’s lack of follow through began to improve. It wasn’t long before Kyle was beaming with pride and began 
following through and completing a variety of other chores and tasks, including his homework! Now that’s I-CBT at work! 
Notice Sam was neither aggressive nor a pushover, but calm, kind, empathetic, understanding and assertive. 
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Using Assertiveness to Reinforce Good Behaviors and to Decrease Bad Behaviors

Throughout this workshop I have often mentioned, the benefits of getting our kids to do what we want through, 
appreciation, patience, and kindness rather than using harsh and abrupt discipline such as criticism, condemnation, wining 
and complaining, snapping and yelling. As discussed, when we behave aggressively toward our kids, they will behave 
according to how they are parented. Let’s discuss assertiveness and proper reinforcement techniques that work. 

1) For effective behavioral change, it is important to be assertive in a calm, pleasant, clear and concise when telling our 
kids what behaviors we expect from them. 

 Remember to use this type of assertiveness and tell kids what they did right…in other words, we must enthusiastically tell 
them the behaviors that we are praising them for. 

2) Assertiveness must also be utilized when our kids are not behaving themselves.

 It's important to briefly but assertively explain “one time”, what our kids neglected to do and that they will not be rewarded. Of 
course, all of this is done without arguing or losing our cool. 

 By now the rewards or “points” have become very valuable to our kids. In fact so valuable that they will often attempt to 
argue or barter for a second chance when they have failed to complete the behavior on their chart. However, we absolutely 
can not bend to their pleas or allow them to barter with us for rewards not earned.

 After one brief explanation we must ignore unwanted behaviors as well as the arguments and pleas that accompany these 
behaviors and then walk away. Remember, “we are making this about them rather than about us”.
On the next few pages we will be learning how to combine assertiveness techniques with cognitive-behavioral methods as 
well as the validated parenting techniques you have learned in Chapters 11 and 12. 
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3 Important Points That Have To Do With Assertiveness

1) Difficulty saying no stems from a lack of assertiveness. 

2) Our #1 human desire is to be appreciated and accepted 
and our #1 human fear is rejection. Therefore, our nature to say yes 
often is directly related to our desire for approval and acceptance as 
well as our fears of rejection and ridicule. 

3) People usually mean well and saying yes is often times due to 
one’s genuine concern and compassion for others. 
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DANGERS OF NOT BEING ASSERTIVE

1) Feeling bitter and harboring resentment toward our kids and others for placing so many demands on us.

2) Mistrust toward others and Negative Relationships with including our kids.

3) Easily giving in to peer pressure in social life, at work or school. “This Applies to both kids and adults.”

4) Allowing others to bully us. “This Applies to both kids and adults.”

5) Feeling ashamed toward ourselves because we have been taken advantage of again and again.

6) Not being able to say no to our kids or others. Feeling bad for not giving in, due to guilt, or fear that people “including 
our kids” won’t like or accept us.

7) Carrying the weight of the world on our shoulders because we are overly giving and we want the best for others, but 
then getting taken advantage of.

8) Anxiety, stress and depression as a result of keeping it all inside of us.

9) Social anxiety and social isolation due to mistrust and fear that others will make demands on us.

10)Developing physical ailments / illness due to a weak immune system caused by stress and anxiety.

11) Losing our self-identity and developing an over-dependency or co-dependency on others.

12) Being viewed by others “including our kids” as “easy” / pushovers or pawns and being continually taken advantage of.

13) Developing weak parenting skills “again, “permissive parenting that may cause us as parents to walk on egg shells in 
our own homes”.
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Developing an over-dependency on others (#11 on pg. 324): The psychological and 
emotional dependency upon someone else. When we lack assertiveness we often times 
fail to stick up for ourselves, which can lead  to being pushed around and forced to do 
things we don’t want to do, because we’re scared of what the other person may be 
capable of. We begin to feel bad about ourselves which leads to low self-esteem 
correlated with anxiety and depression.  We even begin to “negatively rationalize” and 
make statements to ourselves like “He’s not all that bad, he can be sweet at times” or 
“She does really love me and does a lot for me. I can’t live without her”.  This often 
causes us to lose track of our self-identity and who we are. The cycle of psychological, 
emotional and often times physical abuse can go on for a long time, until something bad 
happens or help is finally sought out. 
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 Keep in mind as a general rule that it is the person who lacks assertiveness that ends up feeling the worse afterwards. The 
person requesting the favor isn’t all that emotionally effected (The Key to Assertiveness, 2005).

 Kids act out (at times) when the answer is no (but, they are not as effected as they would like us to believe they are). Children 
often play on our guilt.

 You’re not a better person just because you tend to say “Yes” quite often. In other words, saying yes doesn’t make you extra-
ordinary or saintly (The Key to Assertiveness, 2005).

 Saying No means you’re able to assert yourself and set boundaries (both personally and
professionally) (The Key to Assertiveness, 2005).

 Saying No does not define you as aggressive, arrogant, cold or self-centered (that is your own thinking).

WHEN SAYING NO!

 Refuse to give long winded excuses or explanations. People (children included) will look for gaps in your explanation and 
attempt to convince you to do what they are asking by arguing and bartering) (The Key to Assertiveness, 2005). As stated 
previously, “calmly give one brief explanation regarding what they failed to do and ignore” (See page 286).

 Sometimes We Can Just simply say NO. It’s absolute and at times surprising. No other words or explanations are needed. 
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How It All Connects with I-CBT

 Aggression and Passivity are behaviors that are the result of unintentionally well learned (reinforced) 
negative thinking and negative emotions. (Remember our thoughts shape our perception of the world 
and how we react to our world).

 When we Think negatively we Feel bad and Act aggressive or passive.  Therefore, we can be more 
Assertive when we learn to change our thinking:

 Through CBT we can learn to think more rational, feel more calm and as a result we act ASSERTIVE. 

 Emotional Intelligence: Our inter/intrapersonal skills are directly correlated with assertiveness.
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4 STEPS TO BEING ASSERTIVE

 ALWAYS BEGIN BY UTILIZING EI AND COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL SKILLS Utilize calming/relaxation 
techniques (i.e., deep breathing, and improve on your inter/intrapersonal skills: Try not to jump to conclusions before 
responding or reacting to others. Avoid the impulse to quickly react by paying attention to strong surging emotions 
and gut reactions such as anxiety, embarrassment, fear and anger etc.. Step back, breath and change unclear, 
negative thoughts to calmer, clearer thoughts that are more factual; therefore feelings and actions/behaviors will be 
calmer and more in control. (i.e., the ABCs) Step back and think before acting/replying. Be calm, polite, but firm 
“remember everyone wants to believe they are important and wants to feel valued. If the situation has already 
occurred “and your thoughts are causing you to be upset “in hind-sight” USE ABCs to change your thoughts, calm 
down and then address the situation by utilizing your exceptional interpersonal skills in an assertive manner 
“remember, don’t kick the bee's nest, if you want the honey”. Practice relaxation techniques, and incorporate 
exercise, healthy eating and good sleep habits into a daily routine. We’ll address this in detail later on.

1)    USE ASSERTIVE BODY LANGUAGE AND POSTURE: the other person will 
respond more quickly.

2)   UTILIZE I STATEMENTS.

3)   USE STATEMENTS RATHER THAN QUESTIONS. “Questions Leave Us open”.
Wrong  Way: “Why Are You Doing This to Me?” Right Way: “I Don’t Appreciate What 
You’re Doing, You’re Trying to Upset Me, Please Stop Now.”

4)   UTILIZE CONSTRUCTIVE COMPLAINING WHEN NECESSARY
(Antai-Otong, 2007;   Carrel, 2014).
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Facial expression, body, language and posture sends signals to people that you are 
serious, but not angry or hostile. This is a crucial factor since 90% of human communication 
and social interaction is through facial expression and body language. So stand or sit straight, 
slightly smile “when necessary”, look people in the eye and appear sincere, refrain from 
pointing, rolling your eyes, smirking or snarling. Do not cross your arms or over talk with your 
hands. When attempting to get a child, teen or subordinate to respond try placing your hands 
on your hips “sometimes it’s ok to cross your arms, refrain from smiling too much. Keep in mind 
if we make the other person angry, they will resent being told what to do, so we want to be firm 
but compassionate.  
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STEP 2:  Utilize I Statements In order to be Assertive 

“Reverse CBT”

Stick to the facts only and in this case,  we want to utilize feelings rather 
than  thoughts (so the person has difficulty challenging you. Here we are using an 
assertiveness trick. It is really a “reverse CBT” so we can appeal to someone’s feelings 
and as you know; “they will have difficulty challenging you, because you can’t challenge 
feelings!” refer to (thoughts & feelings), chapter 4.

 When You ________ I feel________.
Because I ________. In the future, I would like (Antai-Otong, 2007; Carrel, 2014).
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Step 2 cont. example of I Statements

 “When You tell others my personal business without asking me if I mind, I feel hurt; because I 
consider you a friend and I have always trusted you. I’m concerned that you don’t value our 
relationship. “Imagine how you would feel?” In the future, please ask me before you tell others 
something, I may not want them to know.”

 “When You leave the house without telling
me where you are going, I feel scared; because when I don’t know where you are
I worry that something bad may have
happened to you. In the future,   please ask me before you leave the house and
tell me where you’ll be.”
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Step 2 cont.

 When You leave the house without telling me where you are going I feel scared; because when I
don’t know where you are I worry that something bad may have happened to you. In the future, 
please ask me before you leave the house and tell where you will be.” 

Note:

A) Here you are utilizing “assertiveness” rather than aggression or passivity.

B) You are taking the middle ground

C) You are not blaming

D) You are prompting for the behavior you want.

E) You are expressing your thoughts and feelings and combining them with respect for the other 
person.
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STEP 3: UTILIZE STATEMENTS RATHER THAN QUESTIONS.

A) Verbalize the behavior you are looking for from the other person.

B) Your goal is to reveal what you want not to conceal.

C) Be firm but polite (own your statement). I can’t stress this enough “it’s not what you say, but rather 
how you say it.”

D)         The trick is to be neutral (do not make the other person think that it is only about them)
(Antai-Otong, 2007; Carrel, 2014).

Wrong way: Are you trying to upset me? Haven’t we gone back and forth
about this long enough for one night?

Right way:  I’m real tired and we both have busy days tomorrow; so let’s discuss this
tomorrow with a fresh perspective.
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STEP 4:  UTILIZE CONSTRUCTIVE COMPLAINING.

 It is fine to complain “but try not to induce anger by pushing buttons or the message will be lost. Once the individual is 
upset they will hear nothing.

 Be clear, honest, Specific, immediate and avoid resentment.

 Be mindful of your boundaries with others.

 Again, remember it’s not what you say it’s how you say it. 

 Be mindful that continually holding in complaints about situations such as bad service or rude behavior can cause you 
to have increased negative thoughts about people and situations.

Wrong way: You haven’t taken the trash out in 2 weeks. You don’t keep your 
word!

Right way: You said you were going to take the trash out but you’re still on the
computer. We had a deal

Wrong way:  Waiter! You were supposed to bring me the glass of wine, I ordered it 10 minutes ago! 
You said you were going to bring it over right away!  I don’t care how busy you are, I was 
here  first!

Right way: Excuse me waiter. I ordered a glass of wine. It looks like you’re busy and I don’t mean to be a  
bother but It would be awesome if you could bring it over when you get the chance.  
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Chapter 12, PET III Rational Assertiveness

Step 6) Utilizing Cognitive-Behavioral Skills for Assertiveness
NEGATIVE

Aware T Thought F  Feeling A  Action
Aubrey left the house                            How distrustful! We                             Anger, Rage,                Yell at her saying
without telling us.                                  have gone through this                                                  “How dare you leave                                                                   
“We usually know where                      again & again! That little brat!                                                 The house without
She goes.” After searching                  No respect for anyone!                                                           telling us! You little
We found her at the neighbor’s            I’m gonna give it to her good!                                                     Monster! GET UP
house again.                                                                                                                 TO YOUR ROOM NOW!!!”

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CALM / NEUTRAL

Our 11 yo daughter                           Most of the time she                                 shaken                               Explain to her that                         
Aubrey left the house                        behaves herself, She’s just                      but calm                       “your behavior was inappropriate!”
Without telling us.                              A bit too independent. I am                                                 (remember don’t say I am   
“We usually know where concerned because I love her disappointed in
she goes.” We found her and don’t wanna lose her.                                                                                         you or ashamed of you; this
at the neighbors again.                     I am relieved that she is at can instill

the neighbors again.                                                                                                 shame in the child or teen)
I am going to be assertive and use                                   when you leave the
I statements.                                                        house without                                                             

telling us, we feel
scared because
when we don’t know
where you are, we
worry that some-
thing bad may have 
happened to you   
in the future please ask us
before you leave the house and
tell us where you will be. Please
go to your room and we will talk after  
dinner.© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Chapter 12, PET III
Assertiveness how it connects with I-CBT

Putting it all together
We Tend To Push Each Others Buttons, When We’re Upset:

Keep in mind when confronting others, that every irrational thought, feeling and action you have is linked to 
an irrational thought, feeling and action that another person has.  If one of the individuals involved does not 
break the cycle by being calm and assertive or should I say, “thinking, feeling, and acting “rationally 
assertive”” then the problem will most likely escalate. Even it the other person does not know CBT, he or 
she will automatically respond differently to the situation. Hopefully more calmly.

Parent Thought:>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Parent Feeling>>>>>>>>>>>Parent Action                
“Why that disrespectful  ANGRY                                                   Yell!      
Brat! I’m getting where I
Can’t stand him!
he always pulls 
this nonsense!
He never behaves
I’m gonna lose my cool!”

Teen Thought>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Teen Feeling>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Teen Action
“There she goes!                                                         ANGRY                                                Yell back at her!
I hate her and she hates                                                                                                     Temper tantrum
Me! She’s always nagging                                                                                                     Refuse to do HW.
and yelling! I never get 
to do anything! I wish I 
didn’t have parents!”                  

Let’s Break This Cycle On The Next Page!

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 
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Chapter 12, PET III
RATIONAL ASSERTIVENESS

ASSERTIVE-REINFORCEMENT ACTIONS

“REMEMBER TO APPLY THE FACTORS 2 and 3 THAT YOU LEARNED ON PG. 297 IN 
PET II ALONG WITH ASSERTIVENSS WHEN YOU GET TO THE ACTION COLUMN. 

WE’LL WORK ON THIS TOGETHER” (Note: Factor 1 is on pg. 297).

FACTOR 2)  STATE THE BEHAVIOR YOUR’E CORRECTING “The one they did 
not do.” 

 BE ASSERTIVE, FIRM, CALM AND RESPECTFUL “Use assertiveness skills such as I statements 

 USE STATEMENTS NOT QUESTIONS. 

 UTILIZE FEELINGS RATHER THAN THOUGHTS “This decreases the likelihood of being challenged”  

EXAMPLE:  “I noticed you didn’t complete your chores this afternoon. 
You are not getting a star today for this. When you have difficulty accomplishing 
your goals, I feel bad, because I know how capable you are and I have seen you 
succeed in the past.” 

FACTOR 3)  IGNORE “Do not argue, negotiate or give in to any kind of manipulation.”   

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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Chapter 12, PET III Rational Assertiveness
Using Cognitive Behavioral Skills For Assertiveness

STEP 4 ASSERTIVENESS EXERCISE 1:
1) FFG the B Column And Write A Rational Thought And Appropriate Feeling Below In The Calm Zone.

Together We Will work On Filling in The Action Column

CLUE: Two of the Actions/behaviors we are looking for that are on this teen’s star chart are: 
A) Be respectful to us as your parents “no arguing, take action the first time you are told”.
B) Complete homework daily.

NEGATIVE ZONE FFG

Aware T Thought F Feeling A Action
My son is being disrespectful              That disrespectful Brat!                     Anger, resentment                    Yell at him!
because I will not allow him to             I’m getting where I can’t 
hang out with his friends until              stand him! He always pulls
He does his homework. this nonsense!

He never behaves.
I’m gonna lose my cool!                                           

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2) Now Let’s Work Together As A Group On An Assertiveness-Reinforcement Action In The D Column.  
You can use the ABCs Worksheet on the next page to complete this exercise. 

CALM ZONE

Aware T Thought F Feeling A Assertive-Reinforcement-Action

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media 
presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from Thomas A. Cordier 
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Chapter 12, Rational Assertiveness STEP 4
Using Cognitive Behavioral Skills For Assertiveness

ASSERTIVENESS EXERCISE 2: 

For this exercise pretend you are the customer in this situation and do your best to react as rational as 
you can to the situation. 

FFG the B Column And Write A Rational Thought And Appropriate Feeling Below In The Calm Zone.

1) NEGATIVE ZONE FFG

A ware T Thought F Feeling A Action
Brought my car to mechanic to get       Why that X#%$ing Jerk!                        Angry,  Discouraged                              Take it out on others.
the front tire patched. Next day the       I’m always getting ripped off!                 Degusted,  Anxious                 Get angry enough to go down
tire the was flat again.                           I can’t stand it anymore!                         Fearful                 to garage and let him have it!

This is a MAJOR inconvenience!
I’m gonna let him know just what 

2) CALM ZONE

A ware T Thought F Feeling A Assertive-Action

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without consent from 
Thomas A. Cordier 
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Chapter 12
Using CBT Skills For Assertiveness

STEP 4 Practice Exercise 

Let’s Take A Look At a Different Situation Together

NEGATIVE
Aware T Thought F Feeling A Assertive Action

Charlie called me at work                      I can’t believe he’s doing this!                     Guilt, Fear, Pressured   Give in and say yes
And asked to borrow $500.                   He knows times are difficult. I can’t                     Anxiety.

right now, but he is my best friend
and I’ll lose his friendship if I don’t
He will also think I’m cheap.
He’s come through for me before.
I can’t do this I don’t have the money!

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CALM / NEUTRAL

Charlie called me at work                     Times are really hard. If he’s a                         A bit guilty but calm Say “no sorry I can’t” 
And asked to borrow $500.                   true friend he’ll understand. and explain the

He’s helped me so he deserves an                                  circumstances
explanation and hopefully he’ll .                                 in a kind way.           
understand. My family really needs                                Tell him maybe 
the money right now. Perhaps in a few                             next pay check, if you

weeks he still needs the loan             still need it.                     

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this 
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Chapter 12
Assertiveness Exercise 3

IRRATIONAL THOUGHTS ABOUT ASSERTIVENESS EXERCISE (CHALLENGE EACH IRRATIONAL THOUGHT AND WRITE A RATIONAL THOUGHT)

1) Irrational If I assert myself people will become angry with me.

Rational ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2)  Irrational  If I assert myself and everyone gets mad at me, I will not be able to handle it and this will be the worst thing that could happen to  me!

Rational _____________________________________________________________________________________

3) Irrational If I hurt the feelings of my friends by being assertive than it’s all my fault and I will be responsible for their pain!

Rational______________________________________________________________________________________

4) Irrational I do prefer others to be straightforward with me, but I am afraid that if I am straightforward with others and say no they will be upset with me!

Rational _______________________________________________________________________________________

5)  Irrational I would be selfish if I said no to people with reasonable requests and they will hate me!

Rational _______________________________________________________________________________________

6) Irrational I need to avoid saying things or asking questions that will make me look like a blooming idiot!

Rational _______________________________________________________________________________________

7) Irrational If I’m assertive people will think I am abrupt and hate me for who I am!

Rational _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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Chapter 12
Assertiveness Exercise 4

Getting the Honey
Take look at these negative thoughts about certain situations. Challenge these thoughts and write 

down a rationally positive thought that will lead to better feelings and a better action for 
getting the honey. 

1) Here we go again! That darn smoke detector keeps going off in my apartment! I’m going to call that maintenance man 
and demand it fixed immediately and give him a piece of my mind!  I pay a lot of money to live here! 

Getting the Honey: _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2)  I came to this orthodontist appointment to get my daughter’s braces adjusted and straighten out a billing problem.  I 
can’t believe what a jerk the receptionist is!  Who does she think she is overbilling me for the last appointment. She’s 
not even smiling?  I’m going to straighten out this problem and she’ll wish she didn’t overbill me when I’m done. 

Getting the Honey:__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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Chapter 12
EXERCIES # 5

THE HOW ASSERTIVE AM I TEST
(BYU Counseling and Psychological Services 2014)

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be 
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1. T F I am able to recognize and express my good points.

2. T F I often brag and make unrealistic claims about my good points.

3. T F I feel guilty when I stand up for my rights or express my feelings.

4. T F I sometimes make other people look or feel stupid, small, or afraid.

5. T F I let other people take unfair advantage of me.

6. T F I do not express my views and feelings.

7. T F I often ignore another person's rights.

8. T F I am able to express negative feelings about other people and what they do without being abusive or 
cruel.

9. T F Frequently I take unfair advantage of other people.

10. T F I am able to receive compliments without denying them.
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Chapter 12
EXERCIES # 5 Cont.

THE HOW ASSERTIVE AM I TEST

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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11. T F I have difficulty saying "no" when I do not want to say "yes" to someone's request.

12. T F I often make unreasonable demands of other people.

13. T F I usually stand up for my own rights and let other people do the same.

14. T F I often monopolize conversations.

15. T F I have difficulty making reasonable requests of other people.

16. T F I am able to start or carry on conversations comfortably.

17. T F I have difficulty recognizing and expressing my good points.
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Chapter 12 
EXERCIES # 5 Cont.

THE HOW ASSERTIVE AM I TEST

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for 
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18. T F I rarely stand up for my rights.
19. T F I can ask for what is rightfully mine.

20. T F I can take criticism without becoming defensive.

21. T F Sometimes I become physically or verbally abusive when I am angry with someone or when 
I am criticizing someone.

22. T F I can easily express positive feelings about other people and what they do.

23. T F I cannot comfortably start or carry on conversations.

24. T F I usually feel good at first about getting my way but feel guilty later as a result of how I went 
about it.

To determine your characteristic style of communication, count the number of 
"true" responses in each of the three categories. "True" responses to items 3, 
5, 6, 11, 15, 17, 18, and 24 indicate unassertive communication. "True" 
responses to items 2, 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 21, and 23 are characteristic of 
aggressive communication. "True" responses to items 1, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 
and 22 signify assertive communication.
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Important Guidelines:

1) Bring Your Chart to Each of Your Child or Teen’s 1 on 1 Sessions So Your Child or 
Teen’s Therapist Can Assist You in Getting It Right.

2) After the 9 Week BPT Workshop Ends, Make Monthly Parent Coaching Appointments 
With Your Child’s or Teen’s Therapist So You as Parents and Your Child Can Work 
Together With the Therapist On Progressing Through the I-CBT System Optimally. Your 
Therapist and Our Office Manager “Laura” Will Assist You In Making Your Appointment.

3) Keep In Mind We Want You and Your Family to Get the Most Out of Our Program and to 
Succeed.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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PET III

Assertiveness In Parenting
Working Back to I-CBT Rudiments
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THIS WEEKS RATIONALLY POSITIVE JOURNAL
The traditional way to write a journal is to keep a type of diary of events that occur in life both negative and positive. I-CBT believes that when we write down negative life 

events on a continual basis, it serves as a constant reminder of all the bad things in our lives and the more we write the more we reinforce or strengthen the negativity. This 
serves to make us more depressed and anxious. Therefore it’s best to focus on the good things in life that we do not always recognize and save the negative events so that 

we can challenge them together and eventually you will be able to challenge negativity and change it on your own. 

In the Space Below Write down all the good things that have happened in your life this week. 
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This Weeks Very Important Assignments
Chapter 12

This Weeks “Very Important” Assignments
1) DUE DATE: Continue Designing Your Child or Teen’s Behavioral Chart 

With Your Child or Teen and bring them into to next week's session. When 
you  Bring Your Child or Teen’s Chart Into the Next PET Session “Chart 
Review” Your Instructor Can Assist You in Getting It Just Right.

2) Complete Your last 2 TFAs for this workshop on your own and bring them 
next week. Please put your first and last name on the top.

3) Complete Chapter 12 Exercises 1-5, Pgs. 338-345 “if we did not complete 
them in session.” Please put your first and last name and date on the top.

4) Don’t Forget to Complete Your Final Positive Journal on Pg. 347

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Chapter 13

Final Review: Knowing Where You 
Are And Where You're Going
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“When You're on Journey, Your Life Will Have Its 
Share of Stormy Days…But Keep in Mind, We Need 

Both the Rain and the Sunshine for Strength and 
Nourishment”

-- Dr. Tom Cordier

Chapter 13 Final Review: Knowing 
Where You Are And Where You're 

Going
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FINAL REVIEW OF THE TFAs
Awareness precedes a thought. For example, recognizing that “The exam is tomorrow!” is an activating event or (awareness) that 
precedes the (T) Thought “I am not prepared!” which leads to (F) Feelings or emotions of anxiety, panic or fear and then to the (A)
Action or Behavior of staying up all night and studying for the exam.  Remember “we want to challenge all of our negative 
thoughts with the NECBT (FFG) FACT? FEEL? GOAL? Principles that You have learned in your sessions.” 

Aware               T(Thoughts or Beliefs)                      F (Feelings)                    A(Actions or Behaviors)

Negative

104

Calm

NECBT CORDIER INSTITUTE
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Chapter 13 Final Review: Knowing Where You Are And Where 
You're Going

WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
LET’S TAKE A  LOOK AT YOUR RATIONAL 

THINKING SCORES THEN AND NOW!

Your First Day Here     RTT =_____  

Where You Are Now     RTT =_____
© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of this written or media presentation may be shown and/or reproduced in any manner without 
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Testing What You Have Learned Page 1    WRITE IN YOUR ANSWERS FOR REVIEW

1)   What is the difference between a reward and a bribe?____________________________________.

2) A thought that is not based on fact, makes someone feel bad and doesn’t help one reach a goal
an _______  ________

3)   What 3 factors make up an irrational thought? (you need at least 1 of these) _________  
_________  __________

4)  Give an example of an irrational thought with 1 of these 3 factors______________________.

5)  Name the 5 factors for successful behavioral change in our kids?

1)______________________________________________
2)______________________________________________
3)______________________________________________
4)______________________________________________
5)______________________________________________

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Testing What You Have Learned  (Pg 2) WRITE IN YOUR ANSWERS FOR REVIEW

6)  The more emotional people get the farther away from the _________________________they get.

7)  Just because I think it does not mean that it is_____________________.

8)  It is not people, things and situations that make us feel bad but rather what we 
______________about people, things and situations.

9)  What does the main I in I-CBT stand for?  (note there are 2 concepts).

10)  CBT is a fundamental ingredient within the I-CBT System     True  or False

11) Name one concept that makes I-CBT Unique From Regular CBT? ______________________

12)  The words we think and say shape our perception of __________________and how we react to our 
reality. 

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Testing What Your Have Learned Page 3

13)  It’s not just semantics, it’s all ______________________________and just one word can change
everything.

14) Left brain words trigger right brain _________________________________________and we act upon
those images.

15) Name the TFAs Aware  T____________F____________A____________

16)  Meridian tapping Is utilized to decrease negative emotions associated with life conflict and to stop the 
_________________or ________________ response and reset the amygdala. 

17) What is a very important ingredient (when changing our thoughts from rational to irrational) to add to
the new “rational thought” so we can take action?

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Testing What Your Have Learned Page 3

18) Name 1 of the 6 principals that make up emotional intelligence (EI) _________________.
1) Knowing Your Own Emotions, Making Good Decisions Based on Intuition
2) Delaying Gratification, Avoiding Impulse
3) Motivation
4) Empathy
5) Social Skills
6) Functioning in Diverse Environments

19) What type of memories are stored in the amygdala? _________________________________________.

20) The Amygdala serves as the brains _________________________alarm system.

21) What occurs in the Prefrontal lobes? ____________________________________________________.

22) Name 3 impulse related clinical problems. ______________________________________________.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Testing What Your Have Learned Page 3

23)   Empathy is both innate and learned? 

24) ANXIETY IS NOT A BEHAVIOR IT IS AN _________________________________________________.

25) Intrapersonal has to do with? ______________________________.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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Testing What Your Have Learned Page 3

26)  Empathy is both innate and learned? 

27) ANXIETY IS NOT A BEHAVIOR IT IS AN _______________________________________________.

28)  The root of the word emotion “emote” means what? ______________________________.

29) Losing our self-identity and developing an over-dependency or co-dependency on others is a 
result of not being ___________________________________________________.

30) According to Dr. B.F. Skinner, all forms of attention serve to increase behaviors therefore, 
negative attention such as ridicule, yelling and punishment will increase ______________________.

31) Bonus:  Name the 3 ingredients for behavioral change in our kids.___________________________.
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Testing What Your Have Learned Answer Sheet
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1121)  Bribes are not well thought out and often they are used in the moment, in order to avoid a stressful 
situation (usually to decrease a bad behavior quickly). 

Bribe “If you stop misbehaving and let me finish shopping, I’ll let you pick out a snack.”

Rewards are planned in advance and utilized as reinforces to increase the likelihood of a good 
behavior.

Reward “Because you were so patient while we went shopping, you can pick out a snack.”

2) An irrational thought

3) FACT, FEEL, GOAL (FFG)

4) “Things never work out as planned for me and life is always terrible.”

5)        1) Reward (Positive Reinforcement)
2) Positive Verbal Praise (Exaggerated) 
3) Touch (High 5, Fist Bump, Pat or Hug)
4) Ignore Unwanted Behaviors (No Bartering or Arguing
5) Use Assertiveness Strategies

6)The Goal

7)True

8)Think

9)Triage

10)True

11)  BPT “PET” Program, Emotional Intelligence, Neurology, Feeling and thoughts work in unison etc. 

12)Reality. 

13)Semantics

14)Images

15)Aware, Think, Feel, ACT

16) Fight or Flight   



Testing What Your Have Learned Answer Sheet
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17) An Action Oriented Goal or Objective

18)      1) Knowing Your Own Emotions, Making Good Decisions Based on Intuition
2) Delaying Gratification, Avoiding Impulse
3) Motivation
4) Empathy
5) Social Skills
6) Functioning in Diverse Environments

19)  Emotional Memories

20)  Emotional

21) Higher Order Processes / Executive Functioning Such As, Thoughts, Working Memory, Computation, Logic, 
Problem Solving, Decision Making, Language, Questioning etc.

22) Anger, Anxiety, Panic

23) True

24) Emotion

25) Knowing one’s own emotions and trusting intuition. 

26) True

27) Emotion

28) To move toward. “For every emotion there is an impulse to move toward an emotion”

29) Assertive

30) Negative Behaviors “the very ones parents want to see their kids eliminate”.

31)  Exaggerated Praise, Specificity “State the behavior, Touch (i.e., high five, fist bump, hug, pat on back



Chapter 14

I-CBT Behavioral Chart
Review
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Chapter 14

I-CBT Behavioral Chart
Review

“Do not train a child to learn by force or 
harshness; but direct them to it by what amuses 
their minds, so that you may be better able to 
discover with accuracy the peculiar bent of the 

genius of each.”      
-Plato
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Chapter 14
I-CBT Review

Getting The Behaviors We’re Looking For

1)       Utilize Positive Reinforcement Strategies “Stars or Points” Along With High Praise and 
Human Touch “High Five” in order to Reward Good Behavior “The Behaviors We Want”.

2).      When Our Kids Misbehave Ignore the Negative Behaviors. Don’t Argue With Your Child or 
Teen! Don’t Negotiate. If Your Child, States That He or She Can Get it Together And 
Accomplish A Task Quickly If Given Another Chance, Use Your Best Judgement.

3) Utilize Your Back-up Plan When Warranted: When Negative Behaviors Occur That are More 
Serious and Can’t Be Ignored, We Can Utilize Other Techniques Such As Negative 
Reinforcement or Light Punishment “Never Use Corporal Punishment.”

4) The Key For Success Is Consistency and Follow-Through. You Must Be Clear and Precise.  
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Chapter 14
PET II

“There is Nothing I Need So Much as Nourishment for My Self-Esteem! We Nourish the 
Bodies of Our Children, But How Seldom Do We Nourish Their Self-Esteem?” 

(Carnegie, 1981 p. 56)

3 FACTORS FOR POINT CHARTING AND  BEHAVIORAL 
CHANGE:

1)  PST
 PRAISE “Verbal Statements”

 STATEMENT “State The Behavior You Are Praising Him or Her For.”

 TOUCH “Hug, Pat on Back, High Five etc.”

“The extent in which these concepts matter, is the extent in which you can help your to change his/her 
behaviors” (Kazdin, 2008).
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Chapter 14
PET II

WHEN CHILD OR TEEN DOES NOT MEET BEHAVIORAL GOALS

2) STATE THE BEHAVIOR YOUR’E CORRECTING “The one they did not do.” 

 BE ASSERTIVE, FIRM, CALM AND RESPECTFUL “Use assertiveness skills such as I statements 

 USE STATEMENTS NOT QUESTIONS. 

 UTILIZE FEELINGS RATHER THAN THOUGHTS “This decreases challenges and arguments”  

EXAMPLE: “I noticed you didn’t complete your chores this afternoon. 
You are not getting a star today for this. When you have difficulty accomplishing your
goals I feel bad, because I know how capable you are and I have seen you succeed in
the past.” 

3) IGNORE “Do not argue, negotiate or give in to any kind of manipulation.” 

NOTE: WE WILL DISCUSS THESE METHODS IN DETAIL WHEN WE GET TO 
The RATIONAL ASSERTIVENESS chapter.
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Chapter 14
REVIEW

Correcting Oppositional Behavior: Behavioral Star Chart Example    

FRAME BEHAVIORS IN POSITIVE
Behavior Desired Stars earned be earned Reward

Clean up Bedroom (“rather than, stop making mess!”) 20 Med. Lego Set

Eat entire meal    (“rather than, stop complaining 
about the food I make you!”) 14 Day with Mom/

Dad

Get clothes and backpack ready for next day (“rather 
than, stop procrastinating and not getting ready on 
time!”) 5 2 hrs. video

game

Put away clothes from 5 Pizza on

laundry Saturday

Hang up coat 5 Movie

Feed and walk pets 30 Ski trip

Talk respectfully to family 20 Sleepover

Clear table after dinner 20 Movie choice

Put dishes in dishwasher 60 Dinner out

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part 
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Chapter 14
REVIEW                                                           

ANXIETY ISSUES: Behavioral Star Chart Example 

FRAME BEHAVIORS IN POSITIVE

# Stars to
Behavior Desired Stars earned be earned Reward

Go to a school event   (Rather than,  “don’t avoid others!”). 5 New Shoes

Have dinner with family  (Rather than, stop eating in 
room”). 14 Shop for clothes

Answer phone and have 30 Concert

brief conversation      (Rather than, “don’t avoid phone 
calls”).

Attend School (Rather than, Stop staying home from 
school). 15 Ipod

(consecutively)

Order dinner for family out 3 Movie choice

Communicate clearly with 5 5 hours of TV

respect

Do five ABCDs 20 Sleepover

Use FFGs when upset 20 Dinner out

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the American Center for CBT, and the Cordier Institute for I-CBT. No part of 
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NECBT Behavioral Training (BT) STAR CHART REVIEW

Please Have Your Child or Teens Chart Ready and An I-
CBT Clinician Will Come Around to Help You Out. 

 Please Make Your First  Appointment With You’re Child Or 
Teens I-CBT Behaviorist At the End of the Workshop Series 
So He or She Can Begin The Parent Coaching Process With 
You and Your Child and Working on Getting the Behaviors 

that You are Looking for.

Chapter 14
I-CBT Review
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Important guidelines for Success:

1) Continue to Adjust Your Child or Teen’s Behavioral Chart “as needed” After Today’s 
Chart Review Session. 

2) Bring Your Chart to Each of Your Child or Teen’s 1 on 1 Sessions. So Your Child or 
Teen’s Therapist Can Assist You in Getting It Right.

3) As soon as the 9 Week BPT Workshop Ends, Make Monthly Parent Coaching 
Appointments With Your Child’s or Teen’s Therapist So You as Parents and Your Child 
Can Work Together With the Therapist On Progressing Through the I-CBT System 
Optimally. Your Therapist and Our Office Manager “Laura” Will Assist You In Making 
Your Appointment. 

4) Keep In Mind We Want You and Your Family to Get the Most Out of Our Program and to 
Succeed.

© Copyright, 2017, by  AJR Publications, Thomas A Cordier, NECBT, the 
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NECBT Behavioral Training (BT) STAR 
CHART REVIEW

Please Have Your Child or Teens Chart Ready and An I-
CBT Clinician Will Come Around to Help You Out. 

 Please Make Your First  Appointment With You’re Child Or 
Teens I-CBT Provider At the End of This  Workshop Series 

So She/he Can Begin The Parent Coaching Process With You 
and Your Child and Working on Getting the Behaviors that 

You are Looking for.
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This Weeks Very Important Assignments
Chapter 14
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Thank-You for Attending the Parent Empowerment Training Workshop!  Good Luck on Your 
Journey. It’s Been A Pleasure Having You In This Workshop. 
See You Around the Center!

Yours Truly,

Dr. Tom Cordier                             YOUR “FINAL”  ASSIGNMENT.

1)*****Continue to work on and  adjust your child’s behavioral chart. Bring Your Behavioral Star 
Chart to Each of Your Child or Teen’s 1 on 1 Sessions So Your Child or Teen’s Therapist Can 
Assist You in Getting It Right.

2) Make Monthly Parent Coaching Appointments With Your Child’s or Teen’s Therapist So You as 
Parents and Your Child Can Work Together With the Therapist On Progressing Through the I-CBT 
System Optimally. Your Therapist and Our Office Manager “Laura” Will Assist You In Making Your 
Appointment. 

3) Continue to use your TFAs.

4) Keep In Mind We Want You and Your Family to Get the Most Out of Our Program and to 
Succeed.
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Please Take a Few Moments to Write a Brief Testimonial on Your Thoughts and What You Learned 
From My Workshop. When Your Done Pass Them to the Front

Thanks Much for Attending!  Sincerely, 

Dr. Tom Cordier
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